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‘STREAMING LEMON TOPAZ SUNBEAMS’ 

 

Originally Published as Sunny Jetsun 

'Driving My Scooter Through The Asteroid Field 

Coming Down Over Venus ~ “Hallo Baba” 

'Light love Angels from Heaven. New Generation, 

Inspiration, Revolution, Revelation ~ 

All the Colours of Cosmic Rainbows' 

'Green Eve * Don't lose the Light Vortex * 

My brain's gone on holiday ~ free flowing feelings' 

'Surfing or Suffering ~ together * Sense Consciousness 

fields of a body with streams and stars of hearts' 

“When You're happy you got wings on your back ~ 

Reposez vos oreilles a Goa; We're only one kiss away” 

‘PSYCHIC PSYCHEDELIC’ 

'Invasion of Beauty *FLASH * The Love Mudras' 

‘Patchouli Showers ~ Tantric Temples’ 

‘It's Just a Story ~ We Are All The Sun, Sweet Surrender’ 

Anthology #1 ~ 'Enjoy The Revolution' 

Anthology # 2 ~ 'Love & Freedom ~ Welcome' 

‘He Lives In A Parallel Universe’ 

‘Queen of Space ~ King of Flower Power ~ dripping Rainbows’ 

‘All Love Frequency ~ In Zero Space’ 

*Peace Goddess*Spirit of the Field*The Intimacy Sutras* 

'Heavenly Bodies ~ Celestial Alignments* 

Feeling ~ Energy that Is LOVE in Itself' 

‘I’ve been to Venus & back*These Are Real Feelings* 

Let the Universe Guide Your Heart*through Space’ 

* The Kiss In Slaughterhouse 6 * 
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‘Streaming Lemon Topaz Sunbeams’ 

Living above the ‘savage’ Law of the Jungle ~ in tune with the 

Physical Reality, body & Mind, above Pains, viruses, arthritis, 

aches, cancers, ‘disorders’ emotional losses, stresses & grief. 

It’s from this Mental-Ego ~ acting on my feelings, causing the  

Self Identification with these effects. Be Conscious Awareness 

of our ‘Prana’ ~ Life force giving us Concentration; ‘Samadhi’ 

to be in harmony ~ relief, released from Our Reactions to these 

Sensations. Tuning into this essential changing energy with ‘No- 

Mind’ no conditioning or distractions allowing for transcendence. 

This is Awareness, Self Realisation, Responsibility for y/our being. 
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Knowing the Contradictions 

Giving the Allowance to others, Planetary vibe. 

Ascension of the Electromagnetic field of Earth. 

The Spirit will talk through us ~ Asking the Angels to intervene,  

Guiding through the Cosmic law of alignment. 

Oneness on all the Levels. 

“Young Afghans should have a peaceful future!” 

Multi dimensional*being present. 

* 

This Time Form 

‘Yoga is discipline ~ Tantric is Integration’ 

Given the Crystals to spread out 

Helping the process unfold ~ The Lineage of blue 

The Knowingness ~ transmutation Wisdom in the Heart 

* 

Computerised Red Crystals 

Allowing ~ Your own judging Self 

(No God but energetic Ocean of Space) 

Universal alliance & alignment, 

orientation in the Recognition of It  

You Are It ~ falling into it ~ being IT. 

Reconnection, Imprint ~ how life manifests itself. 

Seeds of life, waves of light ~ Reflections of Yourself. 

You Are ~ Flower Patterns of life*unfolding Cosmic Creation 

* 

‘Growing Value’ 

The fracturing of Consumer Confidence. 

Remembering ~ ‘The Memory’ ~ reconnecting holistic. 

A seed growing into a Tree * flowers giving fruit 

Language to Bridge the Mind. 

We are One coming from One 

‘Psycho*Geometry’ 

blossoming in fields of spiraling energies
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Indigo the sum of All 

Colours are the Language of Light ~ 

Talking to the Pineal gland 

“where’s the seed from?” 

Magenta’s full potential of Divine Love 

Spirit moving ~ through projecting beams of Blue 

Into 3D Tetrahedrons ^ dividing into Sky and Ocean. 

No Matter ~ Expressions of full Peace. 

Channeling a Creation Myth through the Knowing ~ 

Birth canal transmuting pinks to fiery red radiations of Love. 

Having the Imprints solved through Integration 

in You * Making Wonders. 

Green is the colour of the Heart 

* 

Buried*Oxyhedrons 

Create a channel ~ energy can flow. 

Protector blue is Father Sky 

Spirit spinning on three axis 

Yang creating the first female Sphere ~ 

Found in the left and right eyes of Horus. 

I called this beauty ‘Genesis’ she is gorgeous! 

Out of sea & sky flowing ~ elemental Plant reality 

of a green jewelled Planet. 

* 

Heaven & Earth’s Holy Marriage 

Green Kingdom giving Pachamama her Oxygen 

Breathing of the World ~ in and out Creation 

We have the Full potential for Love ~  

Melting greens and blues into vibrant turquoises. 

Networking Crystal energies ~ Expressing Heart. 

Remembering this Quality of being ~ here 

Spirit moving ~ projecting into two spheres. 

‘Light appearing in the Sky separating day and night’
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Miracles in the desert 

Projected centre Point of two spheres gave us Living beings. 

Red Anchoring the body’s physical existence on this Planet. 

Transforming through light Pinks of Unconditional Love. 

A Step of ‘Evolution’ ~ Sharing Experiences on Earth 

from streaming lemon topaz sunbeams * Golden rays. 

* 

Golden Centre Point 

To the Top, where we Know ~ contains all ‘Mysteries’ of Life. 

Gives us Realisation * without the Auras don’t have that angle. 

Spirit projecting five spheres ~ Reds coming into the Spectrum 

That Point of Creativity ~ Humans Walking on this Earth 

Our etheric bodily * emotions; All the Feeling of this Life 

Orange moving the energy ~ (blocked by Mentality) 

Got to Raise Above the Matter 

“How are our energy Levels moving in this Reality?” 

Putting the light on your body ~ longing for our Union! 

Complete, full potential ~ manifestation with the human. 

Seed of life formed * next day take a trip to the beach. 

* 

7th day’s Space Creation * Golds over Greens 

Sun shining ~ on top nourishing the Earth life 

Time to Enjoy ~ this Full Reality 

Paradise is made 

Let the Sunbeams fill our hearts 

with the Entire Universe ~ 

Remembering who we are and where we came from ~ 

Creating spheres, cells, inter*connecting all life’s bubbles. 

Projecting this Consciousness process ~ more, Planet growing 

< You make your own process > 

Your Allowance ~ Your Space 

About Consciousness ~ Integrate it with Love. 

You Activating it
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Making a Playground 

Show me the money! ‘Die Happy Die’. 

“I Only Want Money ~ from Fuckin’ now on” 

Eating Gold plated eyeballs. 

What the fuck happened to Tom? 

We left Tom somewhere in the Stars. 

Lakshmi Give me, Please! 

I don’t want Shiva Power ~ 

I want gifts from Goddesses! 

I Already have a Trident. 

People switch all the Time ~ 

Lot to do with your Brain, nerves, emotions, bio chemicals… 

Genes more complicated than Freud, Jung could ever Imagine! 

Can’t blame someone for their DNA; 

enzymes or synergetic butterflies. 

Can’t blame a reaction to Pain, could be Insane, lack of rain, 

lack of sun, had no fun, only option in the trauma was a stun gun! 

Experience writing a book about his epic Misadventures on Earth. 

Can happen instantly, a car crash, mosquito bite, Sniper shot ~ 

Your child in Gaza.... you saw your broken hearted father! 

* 

‘The China Whip’ 

“You go where the guy who pays you, tells you where to go!” 

‘Do what you can when you can with who you can.’ 

“Once I got the money I’d go Full Charlie 

And throw wicked little Acid parties... 

I Want the Money, Make Me Rich!” 

Miss Kali shredding my nerves ~ Get the Bulldozer! 

Ego with No mercy ~ Double glazed glass Heart! 

Reflecting a falling Red Angel in a Living Crystal. 

“Hoy your Acid man’s here!” 

Mixing it up ~ feeding off humanity. 

Stepping over galaxies!
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M34*F21 

Driving ~ making the SPIRAL Bigger 

Spiraling Out ~ Giving yourself the Ignition. 

As long as people believe in Medicine they’ll give up Control! 

Realm of Cosmic frequency ~ 

1 2 3 makes 4 a Spiral Vortex 

Male & female coming together 

both in the right vibration ~ 

Allowing them to dissolve 

Creating another New field ~ 

Stepping forward in other dimensions 

* 

Fibonacci*Sequence 

Describing how to 

[Open the Lock] 

with the Key 

Lock is female’s ~ Receptive part 

Male is < Switching it all > around. 

9/11. 7/7; Another Blueprint for Hypnotised Control. 

You saw it so often ~ Now you believe it’s true don’t You? 

Traumatised the people with dirty Bombs exploding in a tube! 

* 

It's Happening*In Circles 

Universe is playing its part ~ Coming out of the blue! 

Dying is the most natural thing in the World to do! 

We all have so much Fear ~ Planted deep inside us. 

Not to give the Manipulators their desired Power 

So they don't have you by the balls, or your emotions. 

And the energy will shift at once ~ 

“When the snake came into the tent you have to relax 

Release & allow to be ~ all conversations with God” 

Taking in the beauty that is here. 

“I'm now hunting for a cigarette!”
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Not A Metronome 

Time ticks differently for each of us ~ infinite sparkling crystal. 

Theory of Relativity * Absolutely! Spiking the Orbital.. 

All in the relationship ~ my time to someone else’s time. 

My speed faster or slower than yours ‘Miss. Quantum spores’ 

How fast for a light signal to travel from Earth to Mercury 

and its echo return? What would be the effect on the Sun? 

“Time slows down near the Bigger Objects (Sun) in Universe” 

‘Bending of Time’ (warped by the ‘Mythological’ Surya effect) 

* 

Meteorite Motel’s Lunar Crater 

Step through the Gate ~ Take it on And ‘Own It!’ 

Indoctrination from another teacher of Meditation at Ellora. 

Reflections in my Heart ~ Getting free ~ as free as could be. 

Being with the Cloud ~ “I’ve all the shit I thought I knew” 

Lower down in the gravitational field really needs a break! 

‘Stopping Time ~ on the Edge of a big black hole’ 

Frequency as Light waves ~ (showing beingness) 

* 

An*Atomical*Clock 

“Once you’ve swallowed it, it’s all in the Mind” 

Time is Unique to You ~ Respect It … tick tock. 

“No answer to the question of what time it is” 

Language label of ‘Time’ existing in our memories. 

Time is just like dimensions in Space ~ Infinities 

Time & Space Already Existing ~ Quantum Affinities. 

Even our deaths already exist in Holographic Universes 

(nothing certain not Predestined) growth not a Continuum. 

Bringing Energy Consciousness * into the 21st century. 

Evolutionary grains ~ growth of ‘future holistic existences’ 

Karma not set in stone and what Mind’s conceived all of this? 

Future has not happened it’s not Predetermined ~ Your own free will
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I am not thinking in Super Fields 

“I think therefore I am” ~ “I am therefore I think” 

“I don’t make the day * the day makes me” 

Extending sequences thru time ~ Spatially. 

Universal Impact * on moist starry Venus. 

‘What I Think-Effects the World’s Synergy’ 

 

A Big Bang energy sea ~ then we accepted the Earth was flat! 

All the planets revolving around it! Not touching other atoms. 

‘I Think therefore the Sub * Atomically * Astronomically Is’ 

‘Predicting the behaviour of the Physical World’s destiny’ 

Reality of the latest discovery ~ Superposition ~ Multiple 

possibilities ~ Wave particles ~ Organismic Entanglements. 

Galaxies of Potential electrons*domains of translucent faeries 

Connectivity ~ ‘Rap your Mind around that baby!’ Receptivity. 

‘Fundamentally Quantum Universe is mostly empty of matter’ 

Unbelievable molecular energy existing in this invisible Space. 

Consciousness immediately allowing creation at the interface! 

Time scale pattern at the Basic Level ~ in the face of a Diva. 

“What are the building blocks of Universal life, lovely Eva?” 

Come in to Pure Abstract Self Consciousness ~ Irrational Now 

The Unified Field of Vibration ~ vibrations ~ Vibrational Wow! 

How do we Psychologically experience World? Ask your Spirit. 

How can the future have a causative effect on the Present, Dr.? 

Wonderful holistic Processes in the Cortex going thru a Vortex. 

One day the Planet will die, the Sun will die ~ That moment 

together can’t be repeated*‘Finite is here so Infinite can be felt’ 

Life in you will continue as Supernovae ~ full Cosmic visuals. 

Celestial explosions outshining entire bluish elliptical galaxies. 

What’s that gotta do with a gorgeous gal from Central Minsk? 

He was taken closer to himself ~ euphoric psychedelic juiciness. 

Overwhelmingly have to Integrate the experience ~ Allowance of 

yourself to fall in this higher frequency ~ if you feel One with it.
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Essence * Diagnosis 

You are Greater than your Mental, Physical ~ 

Spiritual, Emotional diseases, Anxieties’ identities! 

Embrace them lovingly but don’t let them dominate 

Your sense of beingness ~ feelings of completeness. 

Don’t be a Prisoner of any Separate reality. 

Who is made the Controller of this Brutal Inquisition? 

Ruling the masses through Fear, nothing new here! 

Faith, faith in what? Art as Propaganda - Enforced! 

Took her to Toledo to see the ‘Disrobing of Christ’ 

We broke all the rules! 

* 

Preparing for the Apocalypse, give us some dignity! 

Dissolving all the Forms, becoming Pure Spirit energy. 

Paid for Mysticism “Death is fulfillment of Spiritual Life” 

“Life on Earth is no more than a night in a cheap hotel” 

Theresa of Avila’s blissful insight in times of Cruel Inquisition. 

General Franco kept her old hand beside his bed of repression. 

‘Pain a sign of their Religiosity, let’s Justify another Atrocity!’ 

Bishops Commissioning Painters specialised in Martyrdoms. 

How about a Killing in the Palace; Brutality Symbolic of Piety 

Really Believing God was on their side & he wanted Genocide! 

What the shepherd found  

* 

“There is No God but God” 

“Hey Smart Arse!” 

‘All this effort for effortlessness ~ 

Sultan sitting on his golden throne of Impermanence. 

Searching for New Power and/or deeper Spirituality. 

But couldn’t fool the Assassin in his Hall of Mirrors. 

LSD permeating ~ a Space for Contemplation. 

#7 * #4 Celestial designs leading to the ONE. 

Paradise is deep Inside ~ Higher Reality
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Psych*Out 

Time when people did wear lovely flowers in their long hair. 

Not guilty ~ of what? Painful Anger, being Afraid. Why? 

Is into Altered states of Perception of Mind * Imagination. 

After 60 years of Illusion, you realize a lot about illusions. 

“Please forgive me, I was ashamed of you” 

“That fly’s been here all day!” looking for its inheritance ~ 

Angel lips, trial & terror rattlin’ the chains singing on crosses! 

Don’t believe in being scared to death, take-off that Mindset! 

Made a cup from his shell, ate his brain, waiting for his heart. 

Looking for a train going to a wedding but not in Afghanistan! 

70 rupees a hand grenade! Same News only the faces change! 

“Paranoia’s in the air” working as a domestic in Mumbai. 

‘There money is God’ Everyone has a Price on their head. 

‘Money never sleeps.’ 

* 

Not Saying “Welcome to my Shop” anymore. 

But “It’s Your shop!”~ One of those moments. 

A couple sharing a single bed! 

* 

A frequent flyer 

(First LSD - 250mgs. Trip!) 

60’s Psychotropic connections, Mystic abstract expressionism. 

Very Psychedelic, Warhol’s fluorescent Images of Jackie O etc. 

Existential Hallucinogenic lights, lipstick, body paint, Strobes 

Organic Mescaline, magic mushrooms, I never saw that before. 

Is this really it, is this really happenin’? Give him a Pain Killer! 

“We hold to be self evident all men & women are born equal” 

Idealism of a Surrealist floating in the Celestial slipstream ~ 

What were you just thinking about? Full of Light Peace Love. 

They said, “God is in the flame” what does it mean? 

She is gone to the end of the Universe on STP. PCP. DMT! 

Was never able to lock in the co*ordinates of this reality…..
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Super Colours 

Try plastic pearls on Mylar for a Chris Ofili Masterpiece. 

“The Peace Process is fragile, built on Super Paranoias” 

Talkin’ it in your head, but not talkin’ it out with you ~ 

The guy who cut a cow in half! I’m living my own life well. 

‘If you understand that you’re senile then you can’t be senile!’ 

Everybody is a superhuman here, it’s just another brand label. 

Don’t let them Stick it on You! Butterfly heart, simplicity sells! 

Think Outside that Box ^ Upside down on your energetic head. 

Channel through the Universe 

* 

(+ - 0) All 3 have to be together 

Light worker giving energetic ~ Overtones 

“I can’t decide, I’ll leave it to the Universal process ~” 

A giant black as night cobra streaming out of Yama’s head! 

The Queen of Revelation made you realize your own Wisdom. 

‘Patterns of Awareness’ Presented to you as a special gift. 

No point in the Form ~ living through the Manifestation. 

Why are we here? We love to laugh ~ 

‘We put our Conditioning on Everything’ 

Right now lots of transmutation relief ~ for all of us. 

You brought me out through that Hell! 

No emotional drama but the neural energy ~ 

Dancing with her Crystal*drowning in her light. 

A Key frequency 

* 

Party boy 

“Life is like Breakfast deal with it & don’t let it spoil the lunch” 

Integration ~ you go for the dance, be in trance. 

You can’t help more than being ~ authentic. 

Allowing yourself to show others’ ~ Energetic 

‘Allowance ~ Representation ~ Manifestation’  

Unraveling Love Knots
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‘Slavery of Faith’ (From New Age Magazine 17/11/08) 

Creating poisons within hemispheres of the Mind ~ 

‘Matrix Energies’ Integration, Intricacy, intimacy, try delicacy. 

Issues from tissues, relief from belief, Polarities from dualities 

Pathways to healing, transformation, rejuvenation, revelation. 

Subtle energies on multi quantum levels. Rotations of the heart. 

Light touches focusing intention, realigning chronic of Cosmic. 

Meeting Photons traveling back & forward ~ Spiraling in time 

‘He no longer relates to the philosophy of healing & disease’ 

Shifting Polarities of the same phenomenon ~ 

Your part Is already healed (your full potential self). 

“The expressive arts as the Portal for healing ~ emotionally. 

Traumas held in your body ~ Do you want to let them go? 

When given shape through the arts, these feelings can then be 

seen outside a body and therefore become more approachable. 

Through Art they transcend harsh everyday reality into ~ 

Creativity & play” “Safe places to create a network that gives 

Space & time for participants to realise & voice their true feelings.” 

“I saw Daddy feeding my little catfish pure Smack!” 

“Healing found in walking through grief in a Conscious way; 

It’s life changing ~ then a new life can fully begin” 

* 

Mr. Stimulation*Junction 69 

“What you been doin’ the last six months hip hopping bitch?” 

Baba’s engorgement of g spots, met Jabba the Love Barbarian. 

“I’m in lust with a bird” Knowing exactly what you’re gettin’ ~ 

‘be on it’ The Fiddler working on the shiny roof of Cliteratti. 

What did you ask to noodle? “Hands off he’s mine!” 

The Love Machine is back! ‘Fit as a Butcher’s dog!’ 

Giving Mick a run for his money, like shit off a shovel. 

‘He’s a lover not a fighter’ ~ Sperm war Off the Scale! 

Hey just a normal guy, burgled on his wedding night! 

“All I took away from my 1st marriage was 12 Albums”
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Karma*‘Anatta’*Panorama 

Self appraisal, meditation, insight into nature ~ of Personality 

deeper than rational deduction more aware self consciousness. 

How have I hurt you? Intentions, Co^sequences of Mental axe. 

Your Choices of Morality + external deeds on your mortality. 

Mindfulness of My behavior ~ Revolution of My Mind & Heart. 

Convention of My self has No absolute fixed, changeless core. 

Delusion of an Identity, when it’s all just a Process in flux ~ 

Ultimately You are not to blame, don’t take it Personally 

* 

Descartes’ flickering candle 

Karma not caste birth ~ “I think therefore I am” Absolutely? 

Unskillful Ignorance is part of your Brain’s inherent makeup. 

Envy, pride, resentment, cruelty, desire poisoning the Mind. 

Please forgive me for dumping you & for breaking your heart! 

I was being Selfish; Inspired by my craving, conceit & deceit” 

‘A monkey in the forest, grabbing one branch after another’ 

Observe your ego, your Me, your Mine, not easy, says Who? 

Needing direct knowledge of experience ~ live with Allowance 

Acquiring Dispassion & Equanimity * Empathy with Solomon 

* 

Solid*Epigrams 

We are all Connected ~ Inside the Astral womb. 

Expect to serve as a World citizen on Thanksgiving day! 

Trick psychiatrist, “Faith got Hijacked, used it to Divide us” 

Blowing Up the Showcase of Indian Aspirations! Why? 

Heart fills with joy, letting go of bonds, state>of Identification 

Self fulfilled, fueled Nibbana, hooked into all my lovers’ truths. 

Living for others not for Oneself being happy realizing it’s All 

Illusion knowing it’s all a Cosmic process of Sense Conditioning. 

Becoming Real * Entering the stream ~ leaving the Soma dream. 

‘The Terrible Imperial Invaders were heartless’
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Bora Bora Catalyst 

Has a reef around it ~ 

Super beautiful tropical fish. 

Many ‘Moraes’ (spiritual places) 

It’s Cosmic Light ~ 

Not Hollywood Angst. 

Every day’s a new day. 

“Hey sister get over here with us” 

A wonderful encounter. 

Cindy Rocks up! 

* 

This Camp 

“Shamanic Intention ~ a new leaf 

How to Protect from bad energy 

Stay away if in doubt, stay away!” 

Not on the boat, don’t need a Sunbed. 

You’re ‘Relaxing Baba’ 

Came to the festival of Fertility, too sacred. 

Real discipline ~ Channeling through the Universe 

Living it moment to moment ~ in synchronicity 

* 

It’s the Thought that Counts 

High Psychology of Vishnu on sociable, Active Food Chains. 

Surrounded by Whale Sharks, largest creatures in the Ocean. 

Swimming 8000 miles to feeding grounds, recharging 35 tons! 

Proof if you’re havin’ a good time, being happy, Can’t knock it. 

Friendly Invitation from a fairy fire dancer with a heart of gold. 

He was conscripted into the army, haven’t you seen the photos? 

There’s a lot easier ways to make money than to Torture people! 

Feeling each other; Yes you’re gonna have to marry an Alien. 

“Don’t Earth the Energy” * floating in this frequency * field. 

Tune In ~ not the Projection
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My Tickling Stalker 

“Who’s that curvaceous woman sitting behind you?” 

A Golden Sannayasin in meditation from the back. 

Saturn rockets taking off from Uranus to Venus! 

Hologram Tetrahedrons on a new inter-stellar note! 

So far it’s really good ~ A Yoni form not a Unicorn!  

“Got stuck in that meditation ~ make a Circle around it” 

“How dare you!” ~ That or an axe through your head! 

‘Gasho’ “I greet the God in you” Not just ‘I love you’. 

“When you’re with a Finnish woman the man doesn’t 

have to think anymore ~ enjoying being Conscious” 

* 

Trick Cyclist 

“The LSD came to me!” Sublimely, Mystically, Psychedelically. 

Being Life ~ on the battlefield, with a bunch of Warmongers! 

Transcend and go UP ~ above the penalties ~ multi dualities. 

Yes we Accept and Allow and dance, give and have it ~ 

Pushing her through the Channel “It’s Time to go Mad” 

‘The Machine’ (of Life) fighting still holding her in its grip! 

No Flat Line ~ gave her a kiss and her pulse began to race! 

Giving Full Trust to Existence and say “I’m your servant” 

Gave her the Power to break Free ~ from Clinging on. 

Talking to the Ocean ~ Feeling the New Open Sky! 

* 

It wasn’t the Wrong Door 

Making wonders from the blessings of light workers. 

Crossing the fields of Polarity ~ into a Direct Vortex 

3rd eye Opening ~ Generating for the transmutating 

Allowing you to see the ‘Discernment Point’ The thing Is ~ 

Free will ~ going to 1*2*0 ~ Integrating 8 chakra energies. 

The + Channel ~ balanced in the Middle ~ to the Vertical 

No Yin0Yanging ~ No duality ~ No Separation Only LOVE
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Shiva the Perennial Destroyer 

His Lingham bullet Nuked! Can't fuck with Time ~ No one can 

Mad monkey descendents of the flipped out big apes shrewdness. 

Man is never in the now ~ always building dreams of the future. 

A Prophet said ‘2012 happened 3000 years ago for the Hindus.’ 

Found nuclear radio activity live on the Kurukshetra battlefield! 

Splitting Atoms with Sound Vibrations*mantras blowing it all Up! 

* 

Behind Mount Kailash 

God is everywhere, no Form ~ Formless ~ Not a Voodoo Idol. 

Your God is Formless, my God is Formless ~ No War, no taboo! 

If you're a Yogi you can go without a visa ~ Shambala. 

Going through the eye of a needle to Siddha ashram ~ 

Supernatural Divine Powers. 

* 

39 Known Moons 

Let’s take the ‘Universal Program’ Intuition of a Cosmic dream. 

Your ever changing energy fields ~ Multi*orgasms making Sense, 

Conscious being(s) in tune with one another; Time to be Aware. 

He crashed his ship into a bridge; Sensor’s better than a Human! 

Negative bets, Rat race, Dog eat dog; Separate fact from fiction. 

Relaxing in my Kingsize, Super Spaceship designed hammock ~ 

at the Candelabra Hotel, with really nice people in Cuzco Peru. 

Taking out all the Importance that is Attached to something. 

Energy Distribution, Belief is in the Mind; Recognizes thought. 

Perceiving & being perceived ~ Letting him be how he is… 

Basic Instinct Manifesting the Vision of Self Consciousness. 

‘Life is the dream of God’ 

* 

Painting the Words 

The flowers have feelings 

Freedom to change ~
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“God is Infinite ~ You’re a drop of water in the Cosmic Ocean” 

Mind separates you from your changing cellular Omniscience 

What’s outside is Inside merging in a Planetarium of the brain 

Coming in dimensions of a super womb ~ ambushed by pixies 

telling you who you are & what you should be doing*Duality. 

Pussy Power, cycles of rebirths; Trapped in vaginal Paradise! 

Creation through sexual acts, you’re coming back thru a Yoni. 

Fell into Maya’s shadow, hallucination & Illusion, so why be  

Attached Big Time to dark traps of fear when you’re Luminous. 

Knocking down walls ~ one enormous cloud keeps the Sun out. 

When you die it was never You, just delusion; OK it's Krishna! 

Observe it from a distance ~ Maya’s high Mountain peaks. 

‘Fly like an Angel’ 

* 

Rites of Spring 

Keeping Junkies addicted to Oil, ‘who killed the Electric car?’ 

Keeping TV Programming supplying you, your fix of mass Opium! 

Allowance of the Heart Chakra & connecting Universal Spirit 

Everyone knows it but none acts on it. 

A little Goodbye, see you next time ~ 

A good point, it’s not an illusion, deluded! 

It’s energy being energetic ~ Vertically in time. 

You don’t have to Condemn all, follow the Divine! 

She wanted to be a free spirit, made it by herself. 

Projecting ~ the more you can make the circle. 

The glue of Love for the best of all. 

Rhythm drumming on the land, put his mother in an asylum! 

We reflect ourselves in the Archetypes we throw out ~ 

Eve has to become Nouvelle Eve, a born again Sannyasin. 

Taking it to the Max, fill me up at the Eros Osho Centre! 

Those lovely Moscow molecules dancing in my Space 

On my face ~ reflections of a cheeky smile
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Party Yoga (Not Pain Yoga) 

Capitalism fucked Itself very Clearly except to the blind! 

No more Trust in their Central bank, Greenback God. 

They Insulted the Mafia, only one Capo Alpha Baron! 

“Go sacrifice the only son you have left immediately!” 

Gift after gift after gift wasted. 

At once I asked for Guidance. 

What’s the Consciousness behind a music party? 

Participation 

* 

One Wing of It 

Popes & Berlusconi eat at the same Lodge, One Expressionata! 

Putting all peoples down; Controlling over the physical body. 

Powerful Regression, Rites & Rituals of Hypnotised fantasies! 

Channels Mumbai, bought by Messrs. Rockefeller who bought 

the US. Federal Reserve, making Paper Money from thin air! 

Who’s making the ruined Rules? Couldn’t hold up the energy. 

Hacked off his head, wasn’t me it was my DNA memory USB! 

Needing to transcend this beating Medieval feudal Matrix ~ 

* 

The Truth will be discovered 

Mother Earth coming through us, something is going on up there! 

No beating about a Bush; “Let’s get fucked!” No let's make love! 

Beautiful roses, as long as you can pay your water bill on time! 

‘The Garden of Eden is in your Mind’ ~ Is it all Coincidence? 

Looking into my thoughts ~ it could be in my tantric erection! 

Taking a drop ~ substance to see yourself more Crystal clearly. 

Experiencing Inter * Connections, Psycho actives not a theory. 

Unity not Illusory duality ~ No Separation from Time & Space. 

A divine happy trip, your choices ~ Sunbeams flooding branes. 

Creating the World, your Pachamama in most sublime ecstasy. 

Endless cycle of Life ~
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Focusing Tuning ~ Go In the Zone…. 

“Easily Offended then Fuck Off!” 

A good Selection; Where are those Chocolate Terrorists? 

Losing Old Identities ~ marrying them with our Love. 

“I don’t care, how about bringing up the light force… 

“I can suck anything to death!” 

Teaching the Conscious Level of Tribal beats ~ 

Getting Hara Space ~ through free dance Expression. 

“A strong bhang lassi, danyavad” 

* 

The Ford Sufi 

Another New Hybrid Model for the market, SELL Sell! 

“You will get the feel of it ~  

Once you get the Place, why she split from him… 

“Sometimes I can go out of my body” 

“Who’s coming back?” 

The Magic of a Relationship. 

Sucked dry, People go Mad right? 

There is a (W)hole in my life, how can I refill it? 

She can let go ~ Nothing is lost 

* 

‘Cruelty News’ Understatements! 18/03/09 

(Sean Hodgson’s) 27 year old conviction is Squashed by DNA. 

The longest running miscarriage of Justice in British history! 

Made a Confession to a priest in prison of slow strangulation. 

& that Monster Locked his daughter in the cellar for 24 years! 

The Government Unemployment figures were fiddled yet again. 

Awarded £60,000 for terrorizing a terror suspect; Against old Bill, 

Metropolitan Police, subjecting a British Muslim to extreme abuse! 

Bank of England, FSA. Failure of its Regulators; Reckless lending! 

Three million people Unemployed, how are we to absorb this?
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Finding Myself 

I know that she was not made for me. 

Asked what shall I do? 

Had to let go ~ Otherwise 

Kali’s Power Super brilliance! 

Bells keeping the snakes away in the jungle. 

No women on the beach or men only cows & rubbish! 

‘Nothing gets lost only the Owning, Accepting, Allowing’ 

Waking up with a different frequency 

Go where the light is ~ Tiara of your heart. 

Don’t hang around ~  

Have to let go ~ with the Soul 

Let it go ~ Om its way 

“What to do?” 

* 

‘Extravagant Promises’ 

Ripped off by Private Pension Schemes! 

Another ruthless Inter-Governmental-Scam. 

Operating in the Zone, Politic Regulators of Deceit 

Smoking Mirrors by Corporate raiders at Source. 

Everyone is what s/he is ~ Living in many spaces 

You are the Stars * You go back to the Stars. 

Then there’s another body shifting dimensions 

Including the fear ~ give yourself the truth. 

Many gates are Open 

* 

Shiva * Hologram in a Zoo 

Material You is not You ~ just a part of 'Zero Point' You. 

“I am Pure Consciousness” ~ language of the energy field. 

Universal Love, humbleness, Sacrifice, forgiveness 

on Shivashakti’s path carrying a glinting Trident! 

Yourself first ~ 7 astral bodies, 108 senses 

Activating each one
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FUN ^ Sutras 

“Where has all the dust come from?” 

“I think it’s the same wherever you go” 

I closed my eyes, “Say what you have to say” 

Making Mandalas of the transience of Life. 

Pouring the sands into the river ~ 

* 

Helen of Troy 

Spiritual warriors don't believe in death in front of their God! 

The love of a woman ~ Coition with a devoted spiritual Tigress. 

Great Sex, Full nerves through the Pain brain paradigm. 

Lighting up all over like a black Pool in flame. 

It should be a Divine experience 

Fearless, Absolutely Perfect 

* 

  Good * Energy 

Took off by Itself, apparent coincidence. 

Drop the Image ~ I don’t care,  

I wanna dance with No breaks... 

In the flow ~ I’m Spiritual enough! 

Perfect * to be Happy in Yourself 

* 

Horus’ School Reconnection 

Wu Wei*Effortless effort ~ floating into the picture. 

Where is the Holy joint? Thank you Shivaji ~ Shakti 

No Politically correct propaganda just simple truth. 

Centred in the Hara; Not a Knowledge ~ a Knowing 

Restored in all your cell memories, can’t go wrong. 

Already there the Lotus and a muddy pond together. 

Symbiotic ~ less dense, higher spheres of beingness. 

Taking on fulfillment shifting Levels in the Oneness. 

Direct Process ~ “So much bliss”
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Vertical^Sense 

Psychic puzzles playing on a green curtain, 

better to keep it Real, Sacred, Underground! 

Seeing outside Paranoia into the clear blue sky and sea. 

Tasting Lovely passion fruit with adorable peachy girlie. 

She is the spirit of Creation coming through eternity. 

Channels of Golden light, the search for knowledge 

Into manifestation frequenting the exotic in the grid. 

Fell in love with the inhabitant of a turquoise dot bikini. 

All twinkled up reflections in her sparkling Crystal cells. 

Taking a dip in the Ganges of Romance & Alchemies 

I Love Your Children singing nursery rhymes ~ 

Sharing innocently pleasures of Magic times. 

* 

Always There 

The door was Locked 

but I Opened it 

She’s the Top 

of her own list! 

So the Party is ~ 

Where you take Part 

In Life! 

* 

Just Resolve to Enjoy 

Locked In /:\ Out. 

Paradise is Inside ~ Paradise is Inside ~ Paradise is Inside 

Paradise is Inside ~ Paradise is Inside ~ Paradise is all about. 

‘INCOME’ A Mind of his own! 

“Has the brain cells of a twat” 

E*Raised the shit ~ “The first cut is the deepest” 

No Separation, all goes on here. 

No idea about being weightless in Space! 

Light Explosions ~ at the Wunderbar
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“They’re bewitched by Reason” 

Standing in a queue at the bank, WOW She’s got great legs! 

“There’s lots to be said about a mutually rewarding great fuck” 

“What’s the best thing about our relationship? The Sex; 

And what’s the best thing about being with her? All of it” 

Don’t want to break anyone’s heart especially when 

you’ve had your own heart dumped in a gutter! 

“I only wanted to be a good human being” 

It’s what is going on in my Mind. 

Moulding, feeling Celestial pull ~ voluptuous Venus unfolding. 

Always lovely to be caressing her beautiful Lotus petal energy. 

Obviously don’t want a sex slave “She's come back from Hell!” 

“What sort of law is it where you can’t help a Slave to be free?” 

“No man, woman or child left behind” 

* 

Already Know the Catalyst 

As soon as you put energy into it 

You Get It ~ (money no problem!) 

Witnessing it for each other. 

Building the carpet of music 

Beat stops in Space 

Bhagwan came straight through his eyes. 

* 

Software Whips 

Mood Detector ~ Sensor Cameras, Captors of your aura. 

Tracking your movement, colours, heartbeat, your aureole. 

“We go for the Free ones always!” ‘The Best Quality’ 

Lookin’ in that direction * A Collecting of energy. 

Putting all the Beauty, all the Art, all the Love 

In that Place where you can drink in the Sun. 

Freedom is the Expression 

This Clear Consciousness 

“Everyone is Welcome”
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Total Worm ~ Equality 

‘The Patriot Act’ ripped up the Bill of Rights! 

Look out for 'The Federal Emergency Management Agency' 

Keep your eyes skinned for those FEMA Concentration Camps! 

It’s Not news that we’re going through a Polar shift! Why? 

Picked Magnetic People, they’ll use to create a Slave State. 

WAKE Up call, maybe there will be a Blue beam in the Sky! 

Holes in the Magnetosphere*making a little energy point. 

Coming to the Eclipse 

* 

Sphinxes on Pyramids 

Antares mid station Chased by Lizards; Are you Cynical? 

“Because I’m over that ~ You have to Love Yourself More!” 

St. Germain residing in the Energy field at the Big Tetons. 

The High Tech Military tricked by an Alien Super Hologram 

with the Harmonic Convergence; An Agreement to Fuck Off! 

Wanted our emotional body to evolve in the hierarchy of Life 

through humans to a higher level. Mothership’s not far away! 

They’re really deep in Love with us ~ our sexy cellular bodies. 

Gazing in wonder at Cydonia’s emerald green Martian eyes. 

* 

Making the Tea with Love 

Tuning into Tree wavelengths ~ Flowing in harmony 

So no Judgement ~ Holding the consciousness 

that you want to manifest through light filters. 

Experiencing being ~ over the dancing. 

Giving the ash ~ minerals to the plants. 

Going through allowing the Alchemy process 

through Integration ~ transmuting to a Place. 

The Love you allowed ~ to be yourself. 

She could follow your Energetic ley line ~ 

“I want him out and I don’t leave until he’s free!”
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The New Labour of State Control 

APRA/CCTV/Surveillance, restriction at every step and corner. 

What does It tell us of the New Society, this New Jerusalem? 

The British are Proud of their traditions of Personal freedoms 

but now are docile - accepting this Invasion of Human Rights. 

We live in such a Crime terrorist society! Not where I grew up. 

Who’s made it such a dangerous, hated, violent, anti-social, 

place where we need drastic Riot Police action to protect us? 

Certainly creates Fear, Paranoia, distrust, alienation, Racism! 

Do you or your children want to live in a culture like this? 

We either have a fascist Police State in progress or Mafia one. 

Take your pick, the choices on offer by Propaganda Machines! 

“I think we’ve stopped believing, accepted the Unimaginable.” 

A Crystal diamond mine or a broken hearted Wounded Knee? 

It’s time to leave gravity, living in the Earth, grinding to a halt! 

You can send Hanuman to the Rescue but ‘Religion is a Myth’ 

I believe we make our own Spirituality ~ interfacing Universe! 

The Spiritual dimension now and of our holographic future? 

A pyramid blew my Mind then, what realizations are to come? 

“Go back to Your Own Planet!” Check out NSC4, Code Sigma. 

If you had any feelings you couldn’t do it” “Is this your cat?” 

‘Waging War’ Definition of Evil ~ ‘Total absence of empathy’ 

Shining light in the eye of a quantum heart ~ full of neutrinos. 

“I want to offer you a telescope darling” The galaxy is forever. 

‘Convert now or fall, being totally dependent on others’ What? 

Sharing degenerative disease they’re sharing each other’s hell! 

“It’s your voice” 

* 

Happiness 

More stress free ~ Healing me 

in a quiet state of Mind. 

Why are you laughing? 

You disturb their Misery
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When Your Merkaba falls apart 

Recreating of your electric magnetic bio*body Baby Baba! 

Allowing forces in your Spirit ~Awareness of the pictures.. 

Activation, Alignment ~ Initiated ~ brings you back in Form. 

Born in that Star connection*Accelerating In Synchronicity. 

“I won’t GO!” What has happened to You ~ Grand Satguru? 

Ego of a Free Spirit ~ Act don’t react … Man cool down! 

Anger becoming tears ~ ‘Out of your Mind’ on Realistic fears. 

A Junkie dying for Nout! Killed by a crazy man with a needle! 

The mother lost her only child ~ Any seeds of Acute Psychosis? 

Waiting to fall in Love; The Art of doin’ nothing ~ of being free. 

A dirty crystal freaking out ~ breaking out of a shell headfirst! 

Very easy Inside ~ not swimming against the strong currents. 

Fell off a spaceship*Not debarred from any sacred dimension 

of life ~ It all makes Sense when you’re tripping Consciously. 

Transcend pettiness of Ego, breaking their own confined view. 

‘Feel their hearts expand with ‘DISINTERESTED Equanimity’ 

Feelings of Unconditional Loving Kindness 

* 

Spectacular*Illusion 

“No one else is here” 

The Ultimate schizophrenia. 

‘NOTHING EVER HAPPENED’ 

Happiness is where you are ~ 

“Are we happy because we sing or 

do we sing because we have a song?” 

Sold his farm and said “fuck it!” 

Still a prisoner of his own Mind. 

* 

Headache 

Take an Aspirin ~ 

What do you want 

from me?
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Baby DNA Python 

The finite being in tune with the Infinite ~ being it is Infinite. 

Sent me a Kazakhstani ~ Wishes coming spectacularly true. 

Fulfilling my dream; You want to be Free for sure! 

She plays seductively with her luxurious brunette hair. 

He was in his heart chakra with a beautiful Krait! 

Suddenly I felt the Vibration of a snake ~ 

“I respect You, I Love You” 

We had to ask them to leave and they did. 

“Me and you are brothers we have the same blood” 

That’s what I said to this Big Ape! 

* 

Monsieur*Spacecake 

King of Nowhere ~ You hurt my tribe! 

Burnt all the best 100% guarantees. 

Shooting your very own movie. 

You can be ~ what you wanna be. 

Spreading energy ~ 

Fast flowing stream of Love. 

Face to face with fear in the mirror! 

Purity not Obscurity in Non duality. 

Falling of its own accord… 

Abstract Magic ~ depending on You. 

Layers, you put it or you don’t put it. 

Biting into a naked cherry 

* 

Essential*Juices 

'LET IT BE ~’ Soul healing ~ Happiness Is 

You are the Chooser of your reality. 

Opening to have the experience ~  

Shiva having eternal sex 

Lingham in her Yoni ~  

Soaking it forever
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Honesty pushing the Wrong buttons 

Not repeating Mantras * feeling the existential OM 

Just follow yourself through a beautiful Mirror. 

Reflection of a delighted Ego ~ Advancing 

In anger, passion, in and out of a love affair. 

A friend awake, walking on the way of truth. 

Many Sufis don’t speak ~ feeling the vibration. 

Living the present in synchronicity 

gazing over the Serendipity Ocean. 

'No Alcohol Strictly Chillums!' 

Feeling Sunrise ~ playing with Cobras. 

Would you like sacred tea?  

You deal with your demons! 

Don’t want a fussy death, take a deep breath. 

Driving the light body 

* 

Crystal*Babes 

You allow it to happen ~ Then it’s quiet 

Children make you Happy, Starseed production in China dolls. 

“We’re only in it for the money” You'll have to eat the soup! 

Sitting on the toilet, shit your own shit. Constructing a Joint! 

Morphine addict in nature ~ No musicality just brain damage. 

Didn’t come down with the Harmonic Convergence; 

‘Naughty’ kids with machetes just triggering ~ their ignorance! 

Processes of chemical Imbalance ~ Reality split by a screen. 

Taking it on with the Heart (energized field around yourself). 

The nature of the Beast <:> Switch to the Loving Channel. 

“She’s not Afraid of Cobras but of frogs!”  

Whoever will be there will be there ~ Reflections of the light. 

In a second ~ Completely Accept & Relax ~ that’s Heaven. 

Thinking you’re breathing, It's just happening ~ 

Discovering euphoria ~ Perfectly in natural harmony
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“I kiss your feet” 

“I must leave before your beauty undermines me” 

Microchips to augment your biological Intention Eve. 

Change your Minds, ‘improving’ by the Push of a 1/0 Button 

Designed a chip mimicking your Hippocampus; Press Escape. 

Losing our sense of being human; Mainframe Programming. 

Being in touch being out of touch; Insert, Deletion, Completion. 

What about Hacking ~ the Moon swimming in your veins? 

Impregnated Intelligence systems, information revolutions! 

‘Their will of Allah’ “only ‘Cretin Infidel, Unbelievers Master” 

‘Looking at the Invisible World without Time’ 

* 

A Total Puppet 

Never ending knowledge ~ went to find out what is Inside. 

The Master pointing at the full Moon 

Ego likes to be the centre of the Sun. 

Loving the core Path of Devotion ~ 

The living realization only in Yourself 

Not in anyone else ~ Wanting human fulfillment. 

Karma is sweet around your neck not a big iron cross! 

They think it’s in the Perfect golden husband/wife. 

When it doesn’t work there’s conflict & strife. 

Reflecting who you are ~ completely 

* 

‘That Is Them’ 

People Totally Identifying with the Mind game. 

Turn off the Imagination*Cosmic ireal bollocks. 

Can’t say what it is ~ lost in the jungle of concepts. 

LSD takes you places you could never ever Imagine 

Can’t go back ~ His arrow killed the Egoist Ravana. 

Surrendering to the Spirit Plant ~ Let nature’s way take over. 

Took Peyote in the high Black Rock desert not South Central LA.
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Ma Shakti Path 

Symbols*Metaphors of Attachment 

They want <:> You to belong! 

Want to only be Myself 

Impossible for them to Understand that. 

“You’re only carrying a Corpse” 

Feeling good ~ Sharing the energy 

Relaxation is a Healing (Process). 

Calm down then you can find the gaps 

Between the thoughts 

* 

Sannyasin 

Sitting in a Mirror 

A seeker of Truth 

Guru gives the Keys ~ 

To the Truth Inside You 

Don’t fall into the same trap  

As my ‘Enlightened Ego’ 

* 

Allowing You to ~  

Trusting in the Universe 

Focused on ~ It’s All One 

Glowing melting away 

On a wave of tantric feeling 

The Big Freedom 

of a Revelation ~ rainbow. 

Now Insight * light is coming. 

Every little frequence building vital Mother Earth. 

Laughing Eyes of Horus ~ Weeping Eyes of Horus 

Bring them together for the Best of Everyone. 

Tuning In ~ Transmuting Energetic Life. 

River of Life ~ no way to catch hold of it. 

Fall in it and see what happens to you
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Ignorance Is Blissless 

Blessed are the little children. 

Bumping Heart to go out ~ 

Over the Pressures ~ now he knows 

Healed the Emotional Pain. 

“I cannot Cry” 

A Still Place in us for Meditation. 

Walking with beautiful energy 

Don’t hang onto the Loss 

Life goes on ~ 

Existence takes care of it 

* 

Different Bridges 

Dissolving ~ Form, information ~ putting it into action 

Transmuting ~ No Words, No Concept ~ It’s Open  

Projection over one’s own rainbows ~ 

of Overtones ~ Allowing the Awareness of us. 

Seeing from the Unfolding enlightenment 

The clear Midnight ~ Spectrums 

A Big Celebration ~ letting the emotions go 

A Million Merkabas flowing in the blood 

You have to drink its Existence. 

* 

Double*Spiral 

Transmigration of raw seeds ~ fish jumping up a waterfall. 

Nothing going up without something coming down ~ 

To a Same time Vortex the rest is Mind games of duality. 

Watch what you are dreaming for ~ Fish soup at the Shore Bar. 

Having every colour of the rainbow ~ flowin’ in the full juice. 

I need to feel the Sunshine ~ Inside. 

I don’t have to explain it ~ Understand it, I feel it. 

You can’t Fix it ~ She’s Alive! 

Always in the flow ~
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Natural Information 

Free making decisions ~ because I don’t make them anymore. 

Regeneration not degeneration ~ Visualising As it is! 

Micro organisms micro mutation micro Cosmologicals. 

Organic seeds Can't be Patented, for Profit, Thank God! 

Pharmaceutical Corps, bio tech Industries on the Rampage! 

Epidemics of GM Processed foods inducing diseases in nature! 

Rejuvenating your body ~ A very energetic conscious Universe 

“It’s so easy because it’s there” 

* 

All different * Live * Yourselves 

Everyone knew it ~ “It’s a jungle out there” Don’t stare! 

A Magnetised Luscious curvaceous voluptuous Power House. 

Discerning, channeling the Age of Saturn from the riverbank. 

It’s Open now * for the New Earth, raising the Kundalini fire! 

All in the same Mothership ‘The Stars of Cosmic Psychotropica' 

Waking up at the same moment in the same dream; What's Real? 

Transmutation ~ It’s just a suit full of silicon crystal frequency, 

Laser work, butterfly effects, symbiotic energy coming together. 

Dying Creativity ~ Synergy of a Light Crown ~ trust to trusting. 

Why put any label on it? See how the moment unfolds ~ let it be 

‘70% of US. Prison population is in for marijuana possession!’ 

Don’t want to compare with anything ~ predetermined destiny, 

Codes, Horoscopes, puzzles, Manga, cartoons, the Holiest Law. 

SMS: Single mother syndrome; Put in an Entertainment Frame! 

“Get away from me, I'll kick your teeth in, 

I wanna see the fuckin' manager!” 

Vibrational Resonances on * Cosmic levels * 

Coming from Stars * speed of light x speed of light ~ 

Meditation ~ Looking for some tranquility of the Mind. 

Listening to Inspiration from the Dark Side of The Moon. 

Enjoying the moment ~ Just go in and Love
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Viking Mousse! 

What’s happening in the Network System? 

Money - It’s just a reflection, playing out a drama. 

They can’t Recover; Banksters Paying off their Coke bills. 

“There’s No responsibility with Love” 

Shot themselves in their Greedy necks! 

Centred in themselves when the Big Crash comes. 

Nothing Inside Dissipated Spirit ~ It’s gone! 

Oxidation explodes takes away the toxic reaction. 

Quick recovery allowing the miracles 

Cross connecting by knowing each other 

Complete surrender ~ show me what to do. 

Going over the Top all the time ~ rubbing their noses 

I’ll pull my energy field back, “It’s All done” 

He was never there anyway; It is all an Illusion! 

Not much Programming in the natural children of India. 

The deeper you go ~ the higher you go 

Being Spirit dissolving completely 

“As soon as you allow the freedom of letting go ~ it happens 

If you hold onto it ~ it won’t manifest” 

* 

Juicy Mirror Man 

Hobbits in mystical Benders, comes with a crystal ball. 

Druids are nice people! Who needs a list? 

Embodying ~ A Perfect Peach on a Perfect beach. 

Has a certain ring to it; You got the message! 

Seeking Effortless Concentration ~ Stop and be eternal! 

“We want your totty, we’ve had your totty!” 

Have to hold it ~ the Unconditional Love. 

Moving beyond the cross point + Vertically in the Open heart. 

“I have found a place to be happy” 

So Simplistic
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Nubian^Obelisks 

“Everything you know about the Law doesn't count here!” 

Disgruntled, “She's a Control Freak ~ a Yoga teacher!” 

 “I didn't want to Control myself ~ all the time 

You have to adapt “It is what it is ~ Whatever It is.” 

“I only want a Happy ending!” ~ Consciously free 

Scrambling the old codes, deconditioning ~ through the Mind. 

Findings of these Explorations ~ Direct Experience 

'Individuality lost in a State beyond measure' 

“Don't be naïve be Conscious” 

“I'm a Yes man, I believe in Miracles” 

You can only do it with Unconditional LOVE 

to show you're not afraid of them. 

“It's all Life ~ Can't do better than the Moment” 

* 

Pure Hearted 

Change for new body * new energy ~  

Found a good rebirth ~ Reflection 

Not frozen in Attachment & fear my dear 

Floating free accepting death transmissions. 

Kundalini Rising, don’t waste a Mind in a slave field. 

“We’ve got another Identity Crisis!” 

* 

‘We are the Christ’ 

Our Sun is 93 million miles away ~ light takes 8 minutes to arrive. 

As the theory goes ~ it is Cosmically expanding; How fast? 

Exploding Stars * (super Novas) blues to red wavelengths ~ 

Stretching light ~ dawn before the beginning of this Infinity! 

F String Theory separating us ‘watch the gap’ ~ into the net. 

Membranes // Parallel Dimensions > p-branes ^ Cosmology. 

We are Particles travelling in a 3D * gravity of some Reality. 

Bing Bang, Big bang > Collision of 2 Branes ~ in attraction! 

'Universe is all these M5-branes being nothing but themselves'
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People In A Hologram Cage  

We Process, Interrelation of giving & taking or not giving back. 

‘We’re only doing Organically what Universe’s want us to do’ 

Butterflies effecting tectonic plates move DNA Star attractions 

See from a Moon; Radicals nobody can put in a revolving box. 

Body is us just a marvellous body, Spirit is Cosmic luminosity. 

Seeing the perfect woman dressed with Eagle feathers. 

“Disappearing up his own ass; if you get your leg over 

they’ll get their revenge ~ certainly a Price to Pay!” 

Don’t be like that; Embrace the Universe and fully live life! 

Travelling with my super romantic Fiancé heading to Tahiti. 

Wonderfully Refreshing just want to off load a mass of eternity. 

* 

It’s A Mess ~ go to your Essence! 

“I’ve been telling You, can’t beat that for a view!” It's Great! 

How to make a diagnosis or Misdiagnosis; What is it really? 

Gave him a Prescription for the flu seems he had Mesothelioma! 

Made him go through agony, dispiriting when you can’t Trust! 

No understanding of vital Chi Prana * effects of Bio chemistry. 

It’s Your Own health & Incl. Holistic Conscious responsibility. 

Had unknown 5* exotic virus, took a look, said it was arthritis 

Invaded my immune system; Put my Mind at Peace not in fear! 

Who knows what you truly are? “Well take these Pain Killers” 

You Tune into your Omniscient * Omniprescient Cosmic to heal. 

* 

Light * Heartedness 

'Democracy' ~ Do what you're told! No, do what yu wanna do! 

Normal human beings turning into monsters or being on a beach? 

Luxury is not natural ~ it's based on the Exploitation of Earth! 

Choose Gaia’s kaleidoscopic spectrum of Golds and Greenery 

Imagination of a new discovery ~ double helixes on LSD 25. 

Psychedelic psycho active visions riding on DNA molecules. 

Catalysing Creative processes ~ opening to Sacred Realities.
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Elate/Erase your Mind /  / Synergy Streams 

Clarity of the Impression at a festival of chaotic fractals 

> the Pains you can multiply > It’s alright always, OK! 

What’s left if you don’t have a Mind*try Tantric Centre 

What’s there if you don’t have memories or dreams? 

Make the Manifestation ~ that you take any emotional 

Drama, bullshit & Let it be! Didn’t feel much before! 

'Everyone has the Allowance to live it, that's why 

this Maya’s happening; Part of the process from 

the Subconscious to understand the free moment’ 

Stressful had a crash triggering Arthritis, Oh Yeah! 

Anxiety is better than a terminal cancer I suppose. 

My o my, laugh or cry I don’t really want to die! 

Using all these grosser sensations positively 

as a guide into the Buddha field of light, 

the silver lining of a starry black night. 

In the sea of Samadhi ~ it’s a miracle not a disease. 

It’s inner perception not insane, blame, brane strain. 

It’s liberation not another negative conception. 

Get over the judgment of what is or isn’t 

Transcend the identity ~ go with the flow. 

Welcome each reality, becoming to know 

Allow subatomic experience, feeling aglow. 

Freely Accept it all within the Cosmic realm 

it's happening for Real, deep in your cells. 

To show something for what it truly is ~ 

Need to separate it out to its elements… 

need to transcend its manifest potential. 

Inspire Human kind not dehumanize ~ 

Travelling thru Mind * Seeing the Core. 

Regenerating ourselves each 7 years ~  

Endless curiosity
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Billions of Rotations 

Everyone’s doin’ the Charlie ~ 

(If they’d only switched to Psychedelics!) 

Charlie’s a problem even if he’s Fun 

to hang with ~ 

Hot pelvis inside you! 

Ready to Blast to Venus 

* 

Priapus’ Pussies 

Licking cream with a Sun worshipping short hair Abyssinian, 

luxurious silky, svelte Balinese, Golden black Bengali tigress, 

dark blue eyed Birman, bluish green natural Ceylonese sheen. 

A mahogany with yellow eyes, purring of the Burmese Queen. 

Copper black eyed, short hair Americans or do you prefer the 

golden blue eyed French wooly Chartreux, very chic to cheek. 

Stroking a silvery Egyptian Sphinx or a green eyed Javanese? 

Teasing fluffy British, Oriental, Exotic short haired Tonkinese, 

Turkish Agorans, Japanese bobtails, Himalayans & Kashmiris, 

shaved Siberians, Persians, Russian blues, Somali sorrel felines. 

* 

Up Rooted Fractal 

‘Your stomach is Processing food all day!’ 

Awareness ~ tuning in tuning in tuning in. 

Ask Your*self, “Who am I?” 

The day you know, there is no answer. 

Total Universal Chaos in harmony 

Humankind is Chaos in nature ~ 

‘What do I want, how do I get it?’ 

Doing according to the moment ~ 

The movement never repeats itself. 

Feeling the flowing of the river in you. 

I am My*self ~ beautiful mystery
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You Are A Little Planet 

Just because you can’t see it doesn’t mean it’s not there... 

Cigarette in one hand TV remote Controller gripped in other. 

Hypnotised on your Addiction what’s the quality of a Program? 

Conditioning “All they Practice ~ Is Murder on us” 

Wouldn’t get away with this in any other country! 

Where did you hide the engine of transmutation? 

Psychoactive, can Induce ‘dissociative effects’ 

Used it for Visionary states of Consciousness 

during Spiritual healing sessions ~ What’s your poison? 

Working at the Sharp End! Save our Children 

* 

Bright One Radiating 

Found an ancient map of the Kailash Mountain river system. 

“What we’re living in life now creates the future ~ the past life. 

Creates what we’re living now.” Is that logical to a physicist? 

What’s going through your head, when you hear that you have 

a Terminal disease needing a major Operation, Oh my God ~ 

A frightened Victim! “A Marriage made in Mayhem!” 

Want to Avoid taking Action ~ Quantum Coffin the Final Box. 

‘In this form as long as you want, then you Incarnate over there’ 

* 

“It’s All the Fault of the Sun” 

He’s a mishmash nutter, a scatterbrain, flipped out! 

“Holding it down, we’re in the area & goin’ Mental!” 

“It’s very hard to say ‘No’ ~ to built in Expectation 

Source of all weather every storm every breath of wind” 

Capitalist Hot Sunspots, the great Global Warming swindle. 

Industry fighting back with Propaganda, highlighting doubts! 

Do what you want, an Open road, in a car full of cheap petrol. 

“The American Dream can’t be touched by any Criticism!” 

The White lady Opening her wings
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Lost & Found*Mystery 

You Selfish Fuck! Endless repeating of your Universes ~ 

Tuning into now ~ only thing you can be Conscious of. 

Here to change the Infrastructure of our destructive Planet. 

Dancing on infinity spirals covered in solid*less Ego mirrors 

of reflection; If that’s what you believe! Watering the garden. 

“You sent me to Hell, I came back to a lush, natural Paradise” 

1000 lotus petals blooming in your pudenda’s fragrance. 

A little bit edgy ~ Not in bondage to another 

* 

On Mandrem Beach 

Interfacing with a Yoni Stargate*portal, attracting ~ Universal 

Energies Recreating human sense fields through her sex chakra. 

Happy is Good, spinning telescopic lenses flying to outer space. 

Kissing her shaved hot pulsating Star in a virgin Constellation. 

Love massage soothing song, feeling to touch her Cosmic hips 

Dreaming dreams, licking Venus, sucking juiciness’ fruity lips. 

Make it Heavenly experience *  light vibrations of a Goddess 

* 

Memory molecules in a frenzy, “Lotta requests for that sperm” 

Building receptor sites; Who needs a neurotic transmitter ~ 

or a light sensitive pineal gland; Massive Anti Depressant? 

The Banking World’s Collapsed! 

Narcosis in a bath of speed. 

* 

J O B. 

To watch, Observe your Consciousness. 

Stop thinking about it ~ try Visualisation. 

We are the Diviners building our Reality ~ 

Think what you want ~ to do with all that Gold! 

Make a Bigger step just to Open your Heart. 

Already in Love don’t need the money! 

Celebrate ~ put your Right Intention there
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Who’s Debunking Butterfly Beach? 

Sound Vibrations of thought ~ What’s going thru your head? 

Absent Minded Unthinkable to no avail invisible Holy Grail ~ 

‘Top Secret for your eyes only’ * Primal energy’s primal light 

Into life & matter through the power of intention & intuition. 

Free from drudgery, indulgence, decadence and debauchery. 

Enough to make anyone so mad, catastrophic, divorcing Spirit. 

Found her swooning in the Mekong delta, sheltering her DNA. 

Castoff Darwin’s Hologram in a bottle floating in outer space. 

Nazi women staying home for reproduction ~ Eugenesis Jah! 

Biological wives’ Enslavement, ‘Comfort brides’  living Hell! 

Sucking the nectar from attracting flowers with a long tongue. 

Purple Clouds, Peace walls went Up, Big Brother came back 

with Vengeance be ready! “Where are your Identity Papers?” 

Protecting You for your own good! Authoritarian Role Model. 

‘Enemies of the State are airbrushed out.’ Your Mind Control! 

'Dystopia' all conditioned no Choice or free will, ain’t Utopia. 

Who’s dumbing down society keeping the Humanity class down? 

PUNISHING EVEN THE THOUGHT OF FREEDOM 

THOUGHT CRIME Shows the TERROR of the STATE. 

A Secret finding, the Formation of a new covert Government! 

Death Squads, Torture chambers, ‘Receipt for your Husband’ 

Men from the Council came round to Tell you what to do or don’t. 

Dealing with a Brainwashed Proletarian Culture, herd in shock! 

Repeat Product of a Machine, clichés, Stereotypes, prejudices, 

Caricatures. ‘The State is not the most important thing but the 

Subject you Love!’ She enjoyed the Intimacy, she offers real hot 

sex better than a Plasma TV; They can’t turn it OFF in the UK! 

‘The Surveillance Society’ (1984) Officially come True in 2004. 

‘A Holy Nightmare’ Authoritarian Vision, when TV. omnipresent! 

Knowing You don’t bite the apple then you’re free ~  

Love will freeze here
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Giving Up Asking 

Snake a bridge of Kundalini 

Now ~ to be Wisdom 

Overcoming the Fear ~ of Not Knowing 

Open up and follow ~ it doesn’t really matter. 

You were humble ~ you stayed on Earth 

** 

Multi dimension in a body as a channeling 

Connecting the routine of Understanding. 

Holding it in your shoes, kissing your feet 

Making the resistances go away ~ 

My space bringing 2 parts of duality into one 

* 

Very dodgy Vita 

Sound of a whistle, jumping out of a trench! How dodgy is that? 

Molecules of self assembly ~ Brahma’s Allowance to be…. 

He Is the (optical) ‘Master of Illusion’ lighting all the candles! 

Once you got it it’s a shame not to keep hold of it. 

Whatever comes in just take it ~  

Reactions at Heaven’s gates. 

* 

Snoopy dog 

“Call me Nigger ~ And I’ll break your neck!” 

* 

‘Don’t Flush Your Life Away’ 

Transmutation ~ “Thank God for this Kolkata rubbish dump!” 

Synthesising in a glass pipe * escape route to Oblivion. 

Can you hear the silence above the vultures fighting? 

Take Responsibility, don’t blame ~ Integration of freedom. 

'Nano’ > Control of matter on an atomic & molecular scale ~ 

Seeing English girls in summer dresses pushing a pram along 

Chapora high street! Frightened even to imagine going Insane. 

Everyone has a spark and the fractal you want to throw out ~
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Finlandia Queen 

“I feel lost” then “Be totally lost!” 

Better to be on the same wave ~ 

“Totally to the dust!” ~ It’s bubbles in love. 

“I’m in Love with the Lemon soda” 

Playing and singing directly on the beach ~ 

‘A beautiful simple moment’ One wave came and touched me. 

Coming out of the eyes of someone else. 

Falling in ~ letting be 

* 

Mind <*> Muscles 

“We need little ~ We Want a Lot!” 

What about Compassion in action? 

Healing feeling, exquisite loving presence ~ 

‘He’s only interested in the Best, doesn’t care about the rest’ 

“It is my Intention that I can and will rejuvenate myself” 

Tuning into the Source ~ Reconfiguration the etheric. 

I will cross the galaxy, that’s what I call a great trip ~ 

Transmitting true love, a delightful Romantic Promise,  

don’t waste the light ~ be a daisy 

* 

2012 Factory 

Their Right to be Slaves ~ a blissless ignorance! 

Freedom from fear of the invisible and unknown. 

Imbalances eating your nutrients robbing electrolyte minerals 

Inner smile focusing gratitude & joy on the internal organs ~ 

Online Qigong Medicine woman, Shamanic ~ Path of Heart 

Crisis Interventionist, Drug free, Needle free ~  

Aligning Sun with the galactic centre 

An era of Expanded Consciousness ~ 

Resolving the physical and Mental tensions. 

Flushing the Chakras of low grade energies
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Being brightest in the light 

Discerning, going through the emotions 

Reactions to your authenticity. 

Celebrating the Allowance of letting it go ~ 

And materialising it ~ Energetic gift of Pure Love 

Angels all over the World 

Already Supersensitive without her veil ~ 

And don’t forget to be Happy with every breath 

‘As it is’ 

* 

Free neurotransmitter technology 

“If there’s water there, there’s life” 

New name without the bondage! 

Hearing the Universal sound of ‘OM’ 

Vipassana * Clearness to get this focus ~ 

But sometimes I feel like we’re soap opera Stars. 

Don’t need to do any acting to cut it ~ naturally 

Instead of the Darkness you get the light of the day 

“I can see the Paranoia darling” 

Owning the Universe 

‘We have All the Time in the World’ 

Life Is Enlightened by Itself 

What do we manifest in that space? 

It’s not easy for people to Stop Thinking 

Clarity of the Mind ~ let it be fully its completeness. 

On the way Sensations of thought without thinking ~ 

No right or wrong or anything, “gonna sweat my sweat” 

Dust to dust, ashes to ashes, from Stardust to stardust ~ 

Nobody likes to lose! ~ Silence of the Grand Nothingness 

In Complete Acceptance of the heart experience. 

Extreme situations bring you Closer ~  

No question of ‘If’ ~ ‘You do’
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Spinning 5000 mts. * Prayer Wheels 

‘Lake Namtso’ the Highest salt water lake in the World. 

Village children helping repair a bird’s broken wing. 

A culture of Veneration & Protection. 

‘Om Mani Padma Hum’ 

Inscribed with Mantras, 

energy going up to heaven. Invisible ~ Unless Spiritually Wise. 

(‘Tibet is an engine driving the Monsoon’) Vital to Life flow ~ 

4 rivers flowing from Mount Kailash; Yarlung, Brahmaputra, 

Indus, Sutlej ~ Supplying also the Mekong, Salween, Yellow, 

Yangste rivers. The Karnali is a feeder for Mother Ganges ~ 

3 billion people DEPEND on these rivers ~ water source. 

80% of Tibetan Glacier in next 30 years could disappear! 

‘Losar’ New Year ~ let’s make a Conscious Resolution! 

* 

‘Mount Kailash’ Blowing 

At the Axis of the World*so sacred it’s never climbed. 

A sky burial contributes to your Brighter future darling! 

Don’t hang around with a dead body let the Spirit fly ~ 

Full Moon of 4th Month ~ ‘Saga Dawa’ festival Celebrating 

Buddha’s enlightenment ~ Prayers on paper are ‘Wind Horses’ 

* 

System::::Authority::Power 

‘Go to work ~ on a bottle of Painkillers!’ 

Broke the spirit of the horse to ride him ~ 

Breaking the Spirit of the human to Control them. 

Trained the spirit of dogs to make them into loyal guards. 

Conditioned Not to Question, who’s pulling levers of Torture? 

Reward & Punishment with a bone, kick; a carrot or big stick 

from someone in a uniform, Riot gear, white coat or grey suit! 

I just jump into the moment where we are One ~ Boundless 

Unpredictable choices ~ When you are One with the One ~  

Going up through the Heart chakra ~ on the bed Sparked out!
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Test after test after test, can’t take a rest! 

They all want to fuck her Signor. Pasolini 

Venus Callipyge doesn’t Mind that! 

Reduced it into a Morality Tale. 

He met Betty Davies, lay under a golden shower of meteorites! 

Whipped her into Submission, turned her into his greedy Slave! 

Ma Kali is awakening ~ her wrath! 

While she's desperately trying 

not to Attach any Value to it! 

* 

'We’re out the bottle' 

When we go through the same gate ~ we have same frequency 

Not ‘Who Is Who’ in the game of Love ~ just Live It  

It’s Not Controlling it: it’s Accepting its reality ~ 

He found the Divine in his cell! A formless realization. 

‘To the Glorious Dead who made the Supreme Sacrifice’ 

‘Who were Supremely Sacrificed!’ ~ “Om Nama Shivaya” 

Fluidity don’t need any Cockamania Religion or Nationalism. 

All distractions of Your Mind, a maze given to You to ponder ~ 

Becomes Obsessive to kill your brother & sister, not Love them. 

Said I had a split personality ~ detaching from Your Self’s Self! 

Falling for wonderful visions on the banks of the River Vedanta  

* 

Full Pineal Birth 

I brought them in another dimension ~ cracking a lot of Shells. 

DMT. released at death ~ taking away the filters to your brain. 

Wrong stuff to allow in when you’re spinning with no defense? 

Moving to the forest, to the beach, on your lips always chill out 

You’re gone but your body’s still there ~ to go under Initiation 

Toad venom you can smoke*Glory meet the Ancient Egyptians 

5-MeO-DMT go straight to being a psychedelic divine Power! 

Lots of people meet the light, people in super Conscious dreams 

It’s all in the head in the Mindscape ~ the molecules of Infinity
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‘It will Mutate’ 

Pheromone contact with the World 

Subliminal imprints talkin’ bout nothin’ 

not how to make the Planet a better place. 

How did you come by your beliefs? 

Concrete Castles or in Psychedelic Temples! 

“I never had honey like Russian honey” 

* 

Charlie ~ “Did you have a good time?” “Yeah!” 

But then you can never have a good time without it! 

‘You cannot lie to Yourself’ 

A kebab shop outside the local mosque. 

The best ‘Loving It’ McDonald’s is in Moscow! 

Shape shifting Garuda ~ making puja at sunrise. 

* 

‘Moslem Magic’ 

“Bollywood loves to sell Misery” 

Hollywood sells Paranoia City; Japanese ordered Serenity. 

A sniper in Srinigar, no smile, no emotion nerves of steel, 

feeling as a sitting duck.   ‘The Greatest trick of the Devil ~ 

is to make you believe he’s not there’ Try Project Pluto, MJ12. 

Needing humans to improve their genetic structure ~ Recovered 

4 Live Aliens took them into town establishing a dialogue! “Hi!” 

Technology recovered took to Azteca, New Mexico for a look!  

* 

Baseline Blessings 

Understanding Cosmic Life; Couldn’t explain the ‘Zero Point’ 

Knowing the sea is full energy ~ Something that is transcending 

‘Silence’ we know what it is; What the fuck is it!? 

You get E*lucid dreams ~‘Plants & trees take light and give life 

Humans take life & give Consciousness’ ~ of Cosmic Creation 

“Disconnecting Me” ~ Retrained as a Caterpillar Driver!
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Gharial on the brink  

The extinction of another species ~ 

“Hi I’m Mental Mick a reformed alcoholic from Glasgow” 

This energy also known as Vibration sending out Waves ~ 

High, Low ~ You Can project into the ecosystem. 

It will Manifest into ‘Reality’ 

* 

'River Chamballa' 

Presence of a Million Toxins flowing into the river ~ 

Coliform gifts from 10,000,000 people shitting upstream. 

‘One of the dirtiest rivers in India ~ 

meeting one of the cleanest rivers in India! 

40 species disappeared replaced by one exotic African Tilapia. 

Survival of the fittest in a Poisoned Ecosystem; Say no more! 

Finding heads of Prehistoric Crocodiles looked like seahorses. 

150 million year programming needs realigning, new rhythms. 

Extinction of the Gharial is a tragedy, that’s what they said 

about the Elephant the Tiger, Yangtze dolphin & Human Ape. 

* 

‘They’ve Infected everything!’ 

Brainwashing the children early! Demented later on. 

Creating the workers, today its Human Nano robots. 

A World full of Braves with fewer Civil Liberties. 

Landed in the garden of Eden on your feet; Arrested under 

Section 354; Assault of Criminal force ~ “so help me God!” 

“What right do you have to Invade my Home?” None at all! 

Communication bouncing off Your Bill of Rights Spy satellites. 

A deep realization of belonging to this Earth 

Quenching the Spirit with the Oneness of Life ~ 

A very fast reactor ~ Not an Addiction to any War. 

Enjoying a healthy body, Pure Heart, Pure Mind, Pure Spirit 

In summer meadows, lightly stroked by the bluest cornflowers
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It’s Peachy Bloom 

A jewel you can use anytime ~ Stillness throughout your Mind. 

‘Keep it Safe in the Chaos’ Have to come from the Heart space. 

Home of a famous Spiritual Anarchist Wizard ….. 

She was held captive by the Magic of a Golden deer. 

I’d rather listen to the Ocean, don’t Identify with the Pain! 

People see thru the Media but can’t connect to the other side. 

Illegally Spraying Chemical traits, 2/3 of population to DIE! 

That’s amazing stuff & I survived a hurricane called Rita! 

Tuning In to Yourself, Zooming deeper; It’s all over ~  

The Fountain of forever & ever; It’s beautiful romantic Poesie. 

Illusion of Possessing You, my Cosmic soul mate, let it all go ~ 

Timeless way to You, dissolving Insane Pain in Grace & Mercy 

Each one’s interpretation left a golden heritage karmic legacy. 

Not to be afraid of dying ~ Immortality at the Divine Motel. 

Slavery! Why be a Martyr? Celebrate the life of Flower Power. 

Breathe Elixir In out ~ In out ~ Pachamama’s gorgeous Prana 

Innumerable inexplicable possibilities, only see what you want. 

Interpretations of fear, details, let it happen naturally ~ 

Even have to leave LSD to flow ~ in the omnipotent stream. 

Integration of everything, even beautiful distractions ~ Waves. 

Delusion ~ Illusion after illusion after illusion after illusion ~ 

Manipulation under anesthesia, neurological effects of drugs; 

Easy they got the Power to section you, try Sodium Pentothal! 

You don’t fuck around with Mayan priests, you don’t destroy ~! 

I lose myself in dance, free Psytrance ~ My Main Meditation. 

Bridging the other dimensions through ‘Unconditional Love’ 

* 

Rudraksh*Beads 

“I like my brain chemistry now ~ 

Armed to the teeth with drug experience. 

Goddess of the Universe ~ throbbing Full Hearts
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In response to the images of the G20 conference  

Demonstrations in the City of London on 1st, 2nd April 2009. 

In particular the ‘death’ by ‘Internal bleeding’ of Mr. Tomlinson 

who would have been an anonymous casualty probably put down 

to ‘natural causes’. It certainly seems the Authority’s Official 

reaction was that and no Police officer came forward with any 

statement to refute this. It was only when video film was later 

shown from an Independent observer who filmed the incident 

with eyewitness corroboration that Mr. Tomlinson in fact was 

heavily pushed to the floor with a metal baton struck against 

his legs. What effects me is the typical ‘Cover up’/‘Spin’ from 

the Military style authorities, the lies and therefore corruption. 

Having lived in Goa in March 2008 when Scarlett Keeling was 

allegedly raped and murdered with a police, political cover up 

I condemned their corruption and compared it to the honesty of 

British Police. My naiveté is apparent now. What sickens me is 

not only the ‘Hype’ by the Media/Police to Criminalize all these 

protesters who have a legitimate right in a democracy to Protest 

But also the fact that Mr. Tomlinson was trying to go home after 

working and had nothing to do with the G20 Protest. He is seen 

innocently passing the Police with No ‘Anti social’ attitude or 

provocation to any Violence in fact he has his back to the line 

of police who are in full riot gear And he had his hands in his 

pockets so offering no direct threat to them! He was brutally 

struck to the ground and two minutes later died of Internal 

bleeding whilst on the ground not one of the Police Officers 

went to help him up! To me what is most worrying about 

the incident is this Authoritarian Force behaving as a gang 

of goons described in the days of the fascist/Gestapo of Pre  

WW2, Nazi Germany especially with the fearful scene of 

German Alsatian dogs on the leashes of the City of London 

Police surrounding this sole innocent human being! ‘Police 

Unaccountability and the Public’s lack of trust must change!’
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Social Karma 

“I was the Projection” 

Holding the Trust that this man held up. 

Such a Big Natural Presence 

energy running through us. 

Appearing over the other ~ 

Discharging with good Alignment 

Things starting to look better. 

You’ve done it ~ to Trust it. 

Because we are on the edge of Collapse! 

* 

Living 

This is natural Stimulation ~ and this is Simulation! 

* 

Overloaded nerves 

“Hey you fall in Love in India” 

Always getting the Love Card. 

Maybe I’ll get a Lakshmi cookie. 

Allowing Yourself to fall in this Consciousness 

Not putting your Ego in the way 

Still the Free Will 

of discerning where you want to go ~ 

Depends on your Blockages, resistances! 

Seeing the World from a Psychic’s panorama. 

Stress in your body ~ until you come to Peace. 

Allowing it to go through ~ a Space to see it. 

You have choice ~ Acting on it 

* 

Pear Shaped 

‘It’s True if you believe it;’ Do You? 

The Whole Spirit ~ Many different Views. 

Free Entry with this flyer ~ offering a different Vision. 

Same Prana ~ let it be Open
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Caesar with a Pirated Noble Peace Prize! 

 ‘Majestic 12’ Interfacing between the M I Complex and ET’s. 

Not Insane, recovery from ‘Operation MK Ultra & Paperclip’ 

Surely you must realise from the false 9/11 reports, WMDs. 

The Illegal Invasion and War in Iraq, the Bank bailouts, that 

people are being abused in a Police State; You have No rights. 

Who’s ready to Stop the Dark Fascist Forces making disaster? 

All the contradictions now Visible, it must make you Wake Up! 

Illusionist manifesting a Statue of Liberty in Guantanamo Bay. 

Which country has a passport with the Devil on the cover ~ 

and imprinted on the forehead with a 3rd Reich eagle flying? 

Mass Manipulation of the guilt of another Holocaust; Try Yale 

You’ve got to know ‘bout Skull & Bones & the Federal Reserve. 

Who’s got the Monopoly in the Opium Market today pardner? 

He supplied all the Coke to Washington in his Executive Jet! 

Sold out his gimp character to Mephisto in a machismo latex suit 

If you have Integrity you’re their biggest enemy; Screwing you! 

Took a shot in the back of the head; The Matrix is eating itself. 

It’s getting less dense as we go into a new DNA Soul dimension. 

Every experience we have is a Treasure, can be lovely Pleasure 

Now we have to face ourselves ~ If you have RESONANCE 

If you accept the character then you have INTEGRITY 

Otherwise ‘WELCOME to FEAR & HOPELESS DESPAIR’ 

How much can you TRUST TRUST TRUST, TRUSTING… 

Won’t have any problems dropping the emotional body ~ 

below the navel, chakras keeping us connected to the EARTH 

* 

Quality Control! 

Seen so much shit in Fort Detriek, Maryland; Antibody processes. 

It’s the Vaccine that’s going to kill you, fuckin’ your Immune System 

“It’s another letter from the Devil, c/o the Trilateral Commission.” 

Kiss of death from a Psycho pikey in a furry bikini with a spear!
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The Catalyst Program 

The ‘I Am’ Identity Crisis 

Referencing it in a Frame of Maya 

It’s FUN ~  

Blocked off at the Altar 

Bowing to it ~ doing your Human duty 

In the End who’s the loser ~ 

If You can’t take yourself out of it? 

* 

The Cosmic Female 

Kali means Space, Mahakali is Great Time. 

Without Space where would Time Exist? 

She don’t exist ~ Ultimately Shakti 

nature breeds Life back into Shiva 

The Energy 

* 

They had War 

Relatively ~ that’s what killed the culture! 

Brutal with everything ~ 

until One of them bows down. 

“No Surrender” ~ Ruling by the Sword! 

A Gift from the Goddess. 

This Material Universe 

Ultimate Lingham Reflection. 

Seeing your daughter as your mother, most dear. 

Seeing your enemy as your brother ~ with a spear! 

Expectations but You always meet total surprises! 

(It’s so easy ‘cause it’s Always there) 

“Soul is in the Heart * Not in the Mind” 

It’s all about Crystals no more Mind stuff! 

Single entity woven in a fabric dimension ~ mixing time*space 

“What do you do all day?” ‘SOCIALISE’
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Pre LSD. Kandinsky 

Glimmer of light behind the curtain (of hope?) 

“Wanting to imbue them with a poetry of vision” 

‘Intention to stimulate emotion in the viewer’ 

Thru Vibrant energy <Reflection of the Gold leaf > 

Just Jet streamin’ ~ surreal fluorescent abstract flowing 

Conveying spiritual and emotional values thru arrangement 

of colours ~ Pinks, blues, turquoises, lemons, flash ~ splash 

Lines in art creations ~ Make it all the more Psychedelic. 

* 

Picture of Smiling Buddha's Big Belly! 

Have to be Real ~ to be your*self. 

Is what we're here for, to be Authentic. 

Who you are ~ if I hang onto my*self? 

Not all the time judging the images. 

* 

Kali Is a Process of Space 

Living the nightmare ~ living in the endless dream. 

Face to face with my own ‘Beyond Mind’ clear Sunbeam. 

It's no illusion, hope be alright when you only want to scream! 

Told I was Irrational, take full responsibility for Your own self 

Healing, being fulfilled allowing to receive ~ Cosmic vibrations 

* 

“I will get the Gift of a child” 

Spiked with a Crystal ~ sparkling in her perfectly juicy Yoni. 

Intelligence from the Mind to the Heart or vice versa! 

Emotions are just feelings ~ water can run anywhere 

Need Consciousness to flow with it ~ 

the emotion you’d like to wake up with! 

Free choice to choose your emotions ~ discernment. 

“Once a junkie always a junkie” 

something to take away their PAIN
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Compulsory ~ ‘Medical History’ 

Feeling out the box, Opened Mind ~ for a Clearest reflection. 

Randomness, no hooks, instantly there ~ free synergy in flow. 

Dolphins in heat ~ Pray to your brothers & sisters from Sirius! 

Not caught up in any other stuff, its sub conscious In Tune ~ 

It is what it is; A Cosmic disorder, what to do? Our Timelines 

‘Cosmos’ ~ Divine Understanding 

* 

Lapdog without a Heart 

Who's Putting on ‘Negative Bets!’ What do they have to hide? 

Why's the Corporate structure destroying, the Gifts of God? 

“A lot of useless eaters in the US” Created Holy Junk Bonds! 

Bush’s Union Bank funded 38% of the 3rd Reich’s steel Production. 

‘Trading with the Enemy Act’ is it true? Traitors to our Human species. 

A K head, smack head, crack head  & ‘avin a go at me for skinnin’ up! 

It’s how you are with it, a knife to cut the vegetables or a kid’s throat! 

I’m Super fuckin’ Sensitive too and it gives me a lot of Pain! 

More detached from emotional dramas don’t take it Personally! 

Take a look at the Ascendant Masters. 

'Learn from it' ~ that's a good line! 

* 

Einstein’s*Lover 

Going into Zero Time ~ How to transmute the 3rd D Level? 

Seeing is believing, it could all be Illusional holograms! 

Let it appear to your*self ~ have the allowance to fall in. 

You know it’s real because it communicates ~ 

Out from the Heart reflecting each other 

Allowing everyone to be in Perfect harmony. 

Multi dimensional & finding us back in a place we want to be ~ 

Indigo children playing in Consciousness ~ lotuses in full bloom. 

Temple dancer’s moment of pure exquisite, seductive expression 

Psychedelic Galactic Impressionism * Shiva’s Infinite Universes
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RADIO ACTIVITY * (Independent. London 16.04.09)  

‘Equivalent to roughly half the fall-out from Chernobyl has 

been dumped or lost at sea by the former Soviet Union. Much 

of this is in seven reactors from nuclear submarines and one 

ice-breaker vessel that were dropped into the sea with highly 

radioactive nuclear fuel inside them. Six of these fuel-laden 

reactors were dumped in shallow inlets of Novaya Zemlya 

between the Barents and Kara Seas, north-east of Murmansk’ 

‘The Russian commission estimated the total radioactivity 

associated with Soviet marine dumping is between 300 and 

2,500 kilocuries; the Chernobyl nuclear reactor explosion  

was responsible for the release of about 6,000 kilocuries. 

The accidental loss at sea of three nuclear power submarines 

added a further 650 kilocuries. The report says the greatest 

potential hazard to wildlife and humanity came from the 

dumping of reactors containing nuclear fuel in shallow Arctic 

waters. It also emphasizes the many uncertainties; how long 

it would take before the reactor walls were breached by 

underwater corrosion, how far and fast the radioactive 

materials would be spread by currents once they escaped into 

the sea, how quickly they would enter and move up food chains’ 

* 

Crystal * You Own It 

‘The language of a Magic bullet’ exploding in your heart! 

Opening your eyes to see ~ Allowing the flower to unfold. 

This Awareness you will have if you give it to yourself. 

Hard sell when you have to be believable. 

“Pitch em high, look em in the eye, watch them buy” 

I’ll have to let go of the body ~  

The new experience in Allowance of the moment. 

Creating being * in the happening. 

Giving yourself the way ~ You are the way! 

Choosing from a Menu of the Flower of Life
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‘PLANT POT’ 

“Where they doing it at?” “Don’t know yet, they won’t tell” 

Recognized Krishna swimming in the River Tantric Tao ~ 

Quieting people from the turmoil ~ Unity Feeling Ohming 

On their level of wavelength ~ have to take it on yourself. 

‘Sikhs don’t allow any psychic work.’ Choose a lifestyle! 

Natural Resource traveling outside witnessing the Matrix. 

Major steps dissolving in self-allowance ~ 

Flying Saucers in and out of that frequency. 

Coming across galaxies bringing Cosmic light  

A more real Hologram * Heartfelt sister. 

* 

*Hara Patterns* 

Fear ~ Separation ~ Love ~ Unity 

Polarities ( ) Guidance 

Through experience things happen 

next fine tuning 

* 

Mudra*Hands 

3rd D. Form ~ “You’re In It” The fete in the fete. 

Faster than light your body falls apart! 

Energise fields around your Self Expansion, Ethereal blue #55 

Magnetically emotional female attracting a logic, electric male 

Rotating two speeding light Merkabas to infinity. 

* 

‘The Heroin Tan’ 

Myth of ascending Kinder eggs “I love the rush of a chillum!” 

Keep Smoking! If that’s the flow why let it go? Very minimal 

Sweet & Petite ~ She’s got that sticky and smelly stuff ~  

Is it Shakti day? You begin to learn India has lots of secrets. 

Whatever I’m getting I’m enjoying. She’s got the same texture! 

 “She might come” ~ “I love her so much!” ~ “Please come”
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Goddess Service 

‘Kali is hard, Parvati is light’ Rati is sweet. 

Putting yourself in the Full Tantra position. 

Gives you something to do with the time ~ space 

Don’t Judge it or lose yourself ~ being fully in the experience. 

Allow yourself all feelings of the Realisations that are different 

Living in another Realm ~ floating on the fluid in the juice. 

This position, that position, bringing it Over the reflex mirror. 

Heart is the Fuel ~ On Empty, On Full > burning with Speed 

‘It’s not the Place, it’s the People you’re with’ A state of Mind 

We come & go ~ we go & come it’s all happening in the heart  

* 

Intense Voice 

I trust in the moment ~ You’re Allowing yourself the Experience 

I’m the Gift; Take it or leave it; I’m the tool of this happening. 

You see yourself as in a relation ~ on a different plane 

Don’t put me in the tumult ~ Turning Point 

If you combine Mind & Heart ~ You go in the Knowing 

“Words combined with Love become a Poem” 

* 

Diving in Sounds ~ he got the Keys 

A river of light ~ everywhere ~ You hear a bird 

& the wave ~ Translates the sound into language. 

Vibrations are manifesting of their own accord. 

* 

Sycophancy ‘The Authority is Right the rest are Wrong’ Song 

Unequal Media coverage treating People as guilty criminals! 

What about Democratic rights of people to Demonstrate G20? 

Protest when they’re ripped off Royally by Capitalist Systems. 

Shows you the Lie, who the BBC works for in a Police State! 

“Christ drove the money changers from the temple and was 

crucified 4 days later.” > An Experience not miraculous
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‘Divine 21.12.2012 Synergy’ 

Sun aligning with galactic centres of New Consciousness 

Co*Creators every day, every sub atomic moment at play 

In our Integrity as One ~ signaling to our Universe 

“Letting go of our dramas, once and for all” 

Communicating through your heart chakra. 

Each outer event mirrors inner reflections. 

“Human consciousness enfolds duality 

tension within the fabric of its being.” 

‘JOB simply to hold the Space of Love’ 

* 

Tai Chi Putting it All in Complete Context 

“Total release of the Unconscious muscle tension ~ reversal 

of stress hormones that have created our chronic responses, 

our automatic reactions.” Causing & effecting processing. 

‘In the factory not the field, in the office not the Ocean! 

Makes sense but still implies Concept of duality, Separateness. 

Do you never question Authority, how about the will of God?’ 

Didn’t you ever meet a really good, beautiful, fertile woman? 

* 

It All Adds Up 

Universal Time scales ~ Labels you give to ‘Time’ 

‘Today’ ~ Manifesting Time on your digital watch. 

Believing what is Present, now and then. 

It happened a little while ago ~ 

Mind boggling Mind 

** 

‘YES’ is Acceptance, thank You, Gratitude, Allowance (to be) 

YES is Opening ~ NO is Closing, NO more Mass Destruction! 

Earth can’t keep going on with only the Human Predominant 

(Consciousness) It’s the Source not a Resource only to Exploit. 

Fucking it all up; Pay-back time for ripping out the Heart!
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A Simple Question; “What Time Is It?” 

Don’t give it a second thought ~ ask the Toltec blue Moon! 

What makes Time Tick tock around the Big Gregorian Clock? 

We can measure it momentarily ~ ‘Cock a doodle do to you’ 

Time worshipping Mayans; concentrating on a Pyramid tip! 

They thought Time sustained their living ~ Space 

The Sun God traveling across the Milky way. 

Feed it someone’s blood, heart beating life force ~ 

It won’t come easy, needed to activate Chac-mool! 

Sitting in a silent hallucinatory gaze at Chitchen-Itza 

91 steps, 4 sides, 1 top step makes number 365 

Since the dawn of Civilisation ~ making contact 

* 

“What Time is Love?” 

The Moon’s orbit in relation to the Stars ~ 

Observing Celestial twinkling bodies in the night sky. 

Clock work of the Sun*Ask Signori Copernicus or Galileo. 

The speed of Planets * measuring the length of longer days. 

Pulling of astral tides ~ gravity and density, rates of spinning. 

The brightest lights of Quasars, keeping track of Radio waves. 

Need a couple of synchronized telescopes to see white wizards 

What do you make of it? Look at an exact atom not erratic Sun. 

Jumping molecules falling, Emitting light * emitting frequency 

in Cesium electron’s nine billion tickings * for each second ~ 

The light you get in your eye 

* 

Invisible Pecking Orders 

Most of the Lions in Kenya have emigrated somewhere very far! 

90% of Vultures dead in last 10 years from Pesticides! & Us. 

Sun setting over 150 million years of breeding and surviving. 

The Dominant females competing for Prime nesting sites ~ 

On top of the sandbank! ~ “Chelo, leave my eggs alone!”
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Emotions are the Key 

Discovered a Mine of Ironic elements ~  

My surreal Hypothalamus making all this up! 

Front Part of brain is thinking; Inside is my heart 

‘Operating’ And Reacting to which stimulus? 

From where, from whom, controlling the signal box! 

Brain damage ~ not in the empty space between the words?  

Introducing the more sophisticated humans! May Outgrow 

Homo sapiens ~ Choosing, Redefining Roles of Creation 

* 

Switching Lines 

Necessary a New Global enemy ~ to Protect the sweatshops. 

Why not support them to let them make their own free choices? 

It makes all the Sense in the World, “Have you lost your Mind?” 

“Get them excited, then Drill down!” 

Show me a Flame flower rather than a flame thrower brother. 

“The Beatles are more famous than Jesus” 

40 years later they’re forgiven by the Vatican! 

* 

Spiritual*Orgasm 

Out of body experiences ~ the divine enjoying out in the stars. 

Daughter who’s teaching you to ‘go with the flow’ ~ be happy 

in this frenetic world today? ~ It has a Resonance with Life. 

That’s the groove that we lost from the 60’s, ‘Flower Power’ 

That’s what ‘Peace Not War’ * ‘Love Not Hate’ was all about. 

This essence has been Undermined, forgotten deliberately! 

This was the Revolution, the epiphany on the way to San Fran. 

Chill out, hang loose, be cool as a concept of Life, EQUALITY 

The Vietnam War and other debacles were not the only reality. 

What do you really want to achieve in your own life’s evolution? 

Time for ‘Civil Rights’ ~ Progress of Free Personal Expression… 

where’s it disappeared to who covered it up, do you want it back?
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Nuclear*Reaction 

That Space belongs to Water ~ 

Dolphins living in the Whole Ocean 

Signals in time ~ or not in time 

How can mammals continue? 

How we’re adjusting to everything else in the Wave 

Like a Big Heart ~ even a Rock is Alive 

on the molecular level 

* 

Coming on stream 

Many words for just letting go ~ 

Connected in the river of grace 

Realisation of the physical, no more fear. 

No resistance to Cosmic uniqueness ~ 

limitations of the old Conditionality. 

What you Allow ~ Yourself to Experience 

In the expansive Oceanic aliveness. 

“I Can’t” binds you to what you say. 

Setting your boundaries and then letting it go. 

You are the Creator of your own Reality ~ Program. 

If you say you’re a winner, you’re a winner! 

Open Allowing to reconnect to Oneness 

Allowance Opening Up your heart ~  

Reconnecting with Awareness 

Reprogram with the light Intuitive Transmission. 

Everything is there ~ No Separation ~ of feeling. 

The Qualities of Love ~ Conscious Sensation… 

Jealousy, anger, greed the Lower frequencies 

not being from the Heart ~ go to higher vibrations 

* 

‘blisslessness’ 

Need a reason to laugh ~  

try swimming in a negative Ion Pool
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Voyage of Discovery ~ (with an Alpha + Male & Woman!) 

Meditation on Death, consult Yama on dissolution of the body. 

Too much of an Authoritarian system, Oppressing free spirits. 

When something big like illness of your dad happens, it’s Real. 

The Loss of your beloved partner ~ she truly dumped you Why? 

Let go of this sour negativity, resentment, Poisonous self blame. 

A man of Masks breathing in an oxygen tent in fear and pain. 

Transcend it ~ Let it go to be who you truly are ~ 

* 

Peace Not War * Make Love Not War 

Capacitors ~ all the energy controlled by thought is untrue! 

“God is Alive & well, living inside a little Crystal sugar cube” 

“What do you want?” “I have come to enlighten you, to be free” 

Something catches my eye and you’re off; Green eyed blonde! 

There are No Police; What did you see for Real? Only Vishnu. 

“I feel like I’m losing something” Starting to come down ~ 

Came round tickled her fancy, might fall asleep in a hammock. 

Got a message from subconscious, got no vision all an Ego trip 

Wherever I am, my day’s changing by nano seconds, colours & 

music in your veins, breaking chains of attachment to Illusion. 

Closer than you think each sacred happy glorious moment alive 

The Spices of Gratitude 

* 

Pisces Paradox 

Difficult because it’s so simple! ~ “I don’t remember.” 

Mind interfering with the Pranic breath ~  

Heart taking over! Do you have any Space left? 

Rumi ~ talking about soul on the Costa dela humanity. 

The Magic is in the pudding with cool unconditional Love. 

Kaleidoscopic Rainbows ~ flying across the sky in Peace. 

Chaos in the outer Cosmological Mandala. 

Good wishes for everyone
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Views of Mount Fuji 

He lived with a family of mirror makers ~ the everyday life… 

‘Abstract art beyond the 2nd & 3rd dimensional representation, 

no material meaning, falling into time’s 4th dimensional space’ 

Hokusai living amidst poetic moments of the ‘Floating World’ 

under cherry blossoms, enjoying Pleasure house courtesans. 

Inspired, sublime kisses not fears of the Irrational in my heart ~ 

‘In springtime they climbed to the top of a divine volcano for sunrise’ 

‘Great Waves of Love you expressed in a popular Kabuki dance’ 

Seeing into nature ^ male wave ~ female wave * Complimentary 

* 

Shiny*Mirrors 

“Mirror mirror on the wall who’s the fairest of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s the deadliest of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s the greediest of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s most controlling of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s the most loving of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s most generous of them all? 

Mirror mirror on the wall who’s most conscious of us all?” 

All about reflections from within Oneself ~ Auras in others 

* 

Made by herself 

She wants to be pushed out of her Super holiness ~ 

What’s her name? I dunno, can’t remember anymore. 

To be with you rising with the gorgeous crimson crack of Dawn. 

Receptivity, sensitivity if you want to be a clear shining crystal. 

‘Salt is the structure of the light body ~ water is the substance’ 

Flowing of emotion ~ which holds us Alive, balancing the Spirit 

Living on Prana; Vows of a Holy marriage ~ music and light. 

Earth Mother forming out of the energy ~ sending out vibration. 

Already in the aura fields if it’s done for the best of everyone. 

The Miracle ~ somehow Unconditioned and free
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Rocky 

“There’s a Nigerian camped on his front lawn 

with a Credit Card machine!” 

“It’s Real ~ I can Feel it” 

Turn on * Turn off 

Scanning the Audience. 

Oh my God Crystal cake! 

Strong demons ~ 

“I Love You” 

How sincere is it? 

The Dalai Lama Spiked me! 

With true Inspiration 

* 

All*Energy 

“The brain’s the Operating system 

“I don’t qualify for paying Tax” 

Got to forgive your Karma. 

What if the machine doesn’t work? 

“Do you like our owl?” 

* 

Implanted Memories 

“I can’t tell you what’s in it but it’s got everything” 

Giving you a sense of being real Identity 

“More human than human” 

Gifting them a Past ~ 

Easier to Control them better 

Found her dripping in sweat at the Yukon Hotel. 

“I’m a genetic designer, do you know what that is?” 

“Is this to be an empathy test?” 

‘I think therefore I am’ ~ ‘I am therefore I think’ 

“I don’t build the day 

the day builds me.” 

“Hallo, I’m Rachel”
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Transcending with a Crystal Archangel 

To come free from the heart ~ 

Eyes sparkling with a Power Cunt. 

“I’ll blow your computer away!” 

Living closer to the integrity of light. 

Camouflage, “I am a Tourist, Hi” 

Giving us the frequency to experience ourselves. 

Imprints of our sub conscious ~ 

We shine out of multi facets. 

The Heart is our Sun 

* 

Psyche*Field 

When people are dying they see that channel of light ~ 

And go through ~ the body can’t hold the frequency 

Check out a ‘Gandhabba’ in ‘Rebirth Explained’ 

“He got an Overload” 

Exchange discipline ~ transmute to a spirit 

Being here on Earth to live 

* 

Lovely daughter levitating in Lima 

Project Majestic, Snowbird, Paperclip, Red Light what’s next? 

Blue Beam, Jade, Reality TV; Put your Consciousness in Mind. 

Concentrate the energy on it making it Matter ~ 

“It jumped for me too ~ perfect, power to control!” 

Feeling through the blockages, Kali loose at the Vatican! 

Many souls waiting to live this process, wanting to incarnate. 

Continuum coming back with a Higher & Higher frequency ~ 

Sun * Venus in Conjunction ~ energy star pointed synchronicity. 

I think they spiked my drink at the Coliseum, couldn’t go back! 

Finding your partner OD’d, falling to bits, what to do? 

Kills you like a divorce! “Every junkies like a setting sun” 

They killed another Puppet! ~ “I wish you a good drama” 

“What's Awareness got to do with it?”
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Shiva’s*Moon 

A Crescent with Venus coming inside ~ Virgin’s space of time. 

Paying Attention! “Damned if you do & damned if you don’t” 

‘Pinot noir & rice’s got more genes than a selfish human being’ 

What happens happens no end just transformation ~ continuum 

Very scary, cast off your Mind, left in a bedazzling wilderness. 

Entering New dimensions of Synchronicity with angels above. 

Rock on ~ out of Crystal Mountain behind bulletproof glass! 

* 

“Open to this Magnificent Cosmos” 

This is only playing with words, groovy ~ “In the beginning Is” 

Remember the Poor, respect the Oppressed and Repressed 

for those in solitary bondage & for those super high in Goa! 

Everyone you meet is your Guru, even in Gaza! 

Hard faced competitors from bloody Jerusalem! 

“I’m having a free day today, thank you” 

A natural spring dripping with desire ~ 

Drops of bliss on the tongues of a divine choir singing 

sacred music from the Heart ~ ‘Waves are comin in’ 

E*quality to get on with it. 

* 

‘Someone Exactly Like You’ 

‘Prasad’ ~ You bless it all the way through. 

“The best is yet to come” ~ ‘The best is here now & forever.’ 

Letting go of all the rites and rituals, the ‘Unholy’ dogmas 

All the distortions and distractions; You are worth it sister! 

Mentally psychotic or can be Cosmic, brother drop your gun! 

It gets deeper & deeper on this lovely journey “Hallelujah!” 

Abstract frescoes of Communists from simple peasant villages 

& a genius burnt at the Stake by a family of rich Mercenaries! 

A girl sold to the Court dwarf.
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Another Variation 

It only needs one Opening with a small inviting crack! 

Acid * Wants You go You go! Once you’re In you’re In ~ 

In the Presence of the light energy of Love; just Is what it is! 

A Tantric date with my Highland mate couldn’t stop laughing. 

Coquette Reflexes of a ‘chat rase’ dancing to Samba rhythms 

Licking fluffy realism’s magic mushroom sopa in torrid Bahia. 

Entheogen tea by Mazatec Shamans from the hills above Oaxaca 

mixing in Santa Daime Visions * ‘Alto Paraiso’ fungus, peyote. 

Don’t get stuck, out of sight, Amazing light leaving the body ~ 

Guided from despair & desperation to Inspiration. 

Attuned ~ No Bummer for an Adrenalin junkie! 

Everything is beautiful if that‘s your intention. 

* 

5 Bullet Columbia 

Maybe I’ll take a look ~ 

take a lovely, sultry Kazakhstanie bodyguard; 

Buy a yacht, take along a svelte Russian crew! 

“They kill you for nothing, and steal your flip flaps” 

Threw his naked body into the sea off Rio; Hard to accept! 

Who ever heard of ‘The Art of Not Harming Anyone?’ 

A big misunderstanding but also a lesson to begin with ~ 

Another afternoon absorbed in her green summer dress. 

* 

‘Drop dead gorgeous’ 

“You might know what happened & you might never know!” 

Life on her smiling cheeks, not about you or her, about energies. 

Only way to see it, the energy is happening or not, through that 

flow comes ~ the Universe is showing you, you can Trust it. 

“I don’t want to come in with my Mind” “Quack Quack” 

‘As soon as you’re in it you’re in it’ “hang in there pardner!” 

Morphogenetic Initiation > Buddha fields of energies ~
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‘Planete Liberte Melody’ 

Up against a bear which wants to see who is the Stronger ~ 

in his territory, can’t play dead! Doesn’t work, they tickle you. 

If you got Honey give it him and Fuck off quick! 

Don’t think, outside the Box ~ don’t Jump into the Fear. 

As good as it gets without talking! 

Opened the fridge gave her a drop! 

Nurturing Woman Power with Unconditional Love. 

Her nature to give Life ~ May All beings be Happy. 

* 

Us & Planet X 

You gotta be a Cosmic traveller ~ All Earthed Up. 

Together 'We are the Spaceship’ trippy Space hippie. 

Seeing through that lens, took it as a Cosmic joke. 

Ego driven, how in tune, in touch with reality ~ Am I? 

Channeling through Extreme Points ~ Finer Processing. 

Melting the Old Matrix ~ Observing the rise of the New 

with Stronger nerves ~ Burning in the fire, going Higher! 

To appreciate what you’re doing when you’re doing it. 

You’re your own Director Changing cells ~ Open the Crystals. 

Living as Test Pilot, Lila ~ being immersed in River Existence. 

In tune with the flowering of fragrance  

* 

‘Spiritual*Sex’ 

He’s watching her lips ~ rolling up and down his saxophone! 

You gotta keep that stone rollin’ ~ went out divin’ into the sea. 

‘To make you think’ ~ she’s painting with her angel’s feathers. 

A bit of narcosis ~ came across 2 Black Tips, so puffed up! 

So euphoric ~ on a ‘FUN Dive’ floating in the flow ~ 

“If I’m shanti with my cash ~ I can stay longer in Paradise” 

“Most people are in a very good mood here ~” 

“It’s ringing ~ means it’s still alive somewhere!”
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galaxyzoo.org * www.nasa.gov 

10000 Red ellipses having no stars 

600 million light years away ~ 

Crashing in Spirals together at the end of time. 

100 million blue galaxies full of wonderfully weird things. 

Cassini still flying to Saturn ~ Solar Powering Phoenix! 

At the End of light ~ Sunsets, won’t survive a Martian night. 

* 

In their eyes 

No need to manipulate the panic, holy chaos of the Planet. 

Happy go lucky; I like living here, sharing the mystical ~ 

Tasting it with his Mind, the mystery of Spices, Self evidence. 

A Russian Takeover using beautiful Models of Miss Universe. 

Give me, Give me, Give me All my desires! Where is the Spirit? 

A High Maintenance Pussy Lock on a sequined Vanity Case! 

Too much going on Inside my swinging Mind. 'Determination' 

For her everything has to have Reason or it don’t make sense. 

Lovers’ Self Creation ~ Neural designs of a Human Star Light. 

Energy shifter just by being there putting them into balance! 

It doesn’t have to make Sense ~ You’re paying, she’s enjoying. 

“I’m not someone you met in a Car Showroom” 

(Suzette Spliffer without the headaches of a European Ego) 

* 

5th 6th 7th Chakras choosing the Wisdom of the Heart energy. 

Acceptance to Open to everything ~  

If you’re Against it then you’re deep In it! 

To heal it is to do it ~ Face it ~ Being free 

** 

Granted a Visa for Venus ~ arrived with a lovely asphodel. 

Found my first Green lover; ‘Trust in the Universe’ ~ You are. 

We have in our heart a Point where there’s Intelligence ~ 

A direct Spark!
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Never know when your time is come 

Peter the Great, an Emperor diving into an Icy river; Splash! 

What Information have you got? Any Political Privileges? 

Wrong side of the Totalitarian State ~ Very bad and sad. 

A danger to Financial Institutions, let's engineer a coup! 

Why not banish serfdom, take control of the big Corporations? 

Pure Ideology becoming Psychotic, interpreting the dogmatic. 

Little dictators on every street, Authority playing a Power trip. 

Getting Lost and Locked in that Program, where is the Trust? 

Meditation, Human Revolution, Revelation of the State of Mind 

* 

King of ANY Jungle 

MUTATING INTO A NEW FORM OF CONSCIOUSNESS 

Realisation of being ~ Oneness * No Supreme Separations. 

Once you are ~ the Space Allows the Form to be ~ 

No black holes of manifestation; Giving birth to it all. 

We’ve left the plane feeling our true nature of eternal life ~ 

Beyond the process in sense Conscious fields of birth & dying. 

“It took 100s of millions of years for a flower to appear” 

Dissolve this selfish ego ~ opening up your pink Sunbeams. 

No ending it’s the beginning of Pure Love 

* 

Elementals*Alchemy 

Let Love talk, ‘What comes naturally’ or the 51st Psalm! 

Fire brings you Higher ~ enhance the Process. 

Transmutation of the Earth ~ the seeds of Life 

The flower of life has become a LOGO now! ~ Try Quipu! 

Putting people in the Fear Matrix ~ The Daily Mail low down. 

Open the Box! 

** 

Built up Antennae, translating the seeing, playing on my Mind. 

Change from within ~ glowing in tryptamines 

Be here now ~ as much as you can allow
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A Cosmic Map of Cosmic Rays (Sankharas) 

Wiped Out by Wild fire “Lost everything to get what I wanted!” 

How can you know what I am feeling, my sensations? Afraid! 

Is it Arthritis, an exotic virus, blood bacteria, a brain tumour, 

100 types of Muscular dystrophy, no cure tuberculosis, hepatitis? 

Treating your symptoms with flu pills when you had lung cancer. 

So how to make a Precise Diagnosis that’s not of the energetic 

fields flowing in your nerves, cells, auras, subatomic particles, 

veins, muscles, metabolism, fields; Masking as something else. 

Blame, Negativity, depression, stress, fear, deceit, Critical pain, 

anxiety, misery, bitterness, disorder, cynicism, no vitality, doubt. 

Already thinking I had a nervous breakdown or was it emotional? 

Expected in an Insane Asylum, was OK; streaming Consciously. 

‘85% of matter in Universe is missing from view’ 

'Enlightenment Day' Ultimately ~ It's a continuous process 

Understanding its motivation ~ Unfolding Consciousness. 

We will make new families out of the same wavelength 

My thought processes ~ creating my own Suffering. 

Freedom from being a Slave to my Mind's dramas. 

Allow it to be  

* 

TRANSCENDENTAL*LOVING 

Ideal life ~ it’s Allowing, accepting a Spiritual experience. 

Slaves to a Mafiosi of the Soul ~ your own Psychic dramas. 

Indoctrination with threats of eternal damnation; What to do? 

You Own It, Open and free to be ~ Enjoying Honey’s Paradise 

* 

'Variety Is the Spice of Life' 

Sufi is belief ~ the brain has to do something! 

We're all Dervishes*Atomic whirling in a Zero energy field. 

Free time * time is not free ~ You are (not concept of time). 

Frees it up ~ free time, freedom ~ Master of the Elements. 

Making Love to the Goddess ~ Making Love to the Universe
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Bengali Thinkers 

‘Woman is the better Man’ 

‘Where are my People?’ 

Soul way no point trying to Control it 

Just allow it ~  

“Life makes No mistakes” 

Only connecting with Yourself. 

You are the Big shiny * Star 

because you have the Gold with you. 

‘A beggar is given the highest position in India’ 

Knowledge has to be shared; What do I need? 

Exchanging not Craving, (1, 2 going thru Zero) 

The Golden Marriage of sound & lumiere ~ 

Building your own Spaceship * Light body. 

I’m opening up all my doors and windows. 

“Please Come In” 

* 

April 19th 1943 * LSD 25 

‘Came here with a suit but without the Manual!’ 

A New Haiku Multi*Dimensionality of Acceptance ~ 

Met my Magical Wunderkind riding on a bicycle to me. 

Found a molecular experience * Psychedelic divinity. 

Realisation of my Quantum*Sense Conscious force field! 

Vomited in a bucket with a little jungle elf 

Luckily the Wind changed ~ 

* 

‘Get Crackin’ ~ with a Rhythmic Sorcerer 

Discovery ~ ‘Secret Agent LSD 25. broke out of the Laboratory’ 

Tracked down Magical Psilocybin hiding in a Mezatec mushroom 

Who's ready to Experience people’s Shamanic Psychedelic rituals? 

Integration of spinal ~ spiral freedoms not strategic suppression 

Intuition of LSD re ignition of its Power* Energetic medicine. 

‘Just a light in an Ocean of light’
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Little*Jewel 

Dangerous on the dance floor ~ “It’s tight isn’t it?” 

“He’s scared at not being able to touch the sides!” 

“Did you leave because of me?” ~ “No I left because of me” 

‘Freelance Commitment’ what is it? You’ve got no idea! 

If you enjoy it you’re in the flow ~ More Experimental. 

“We took loads of psychedelics did lots of weird things” 

The closer you come the more you share. 

That looks like a nice problem there ~ 

Petite blonde with the wind blowing her hair. 

Let your body move don’t think about anything. 

Just enjoy the ride 

* 

Unconditionally Beloved 

Enhancing the lover ~ A heart chakra place. 

“If you go there it’s impossible not to be Open” 

All the time to my*self ~ for the good of others. 

She’s got nice hips and a hot wiggle not a wriggle. 

Just allow this to exist otherwise you’re blocking it ~ 

for your own Enslavement. Dissolving the consequences/sec. 

“She will always be in a bad mood because she wants more” 

Can’t get enough, ‘It’s only love’ ~ try it with some forgiveness! 

* 

Nature’s Psychedelica 

There are no colours that don’t go together ~ 

you see that you’re all part of mother nature. 

The Inspiration ~ Transcendence of being here. 

“I like to dance on magical mushrooms” 

“No one gives it to you ~ you allow yourself the space” 

“You arrange that the woman takes your shit ~  

and you pay yourself with having sex!” Oh Really? 

“It's not up to us anyway ~ It’s all a healing”
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His Sweet Chekhov Passion 

“We loved each other we just didn’t get along” 

How to Integrate with Krishna ~ Expressing your own song. 

Life Expressing Itself ~ dancing through the Unity. 

“Give it a nice touch” put it in a velvet Clitatonic State. 

She’s a Hula Hoop dancer at the Lemon Bubble Bar. 

Merkabas all over the place ~ in/out of crystal Pyramids. 

Suicidal matters ~ don’t have a TV. gave it to the doorman! 

“You have to Celebrate it!” ~ “The Chemicals are here...!” 

Too much is too much - or never enough! 

Wanting a fiancé, needed someone to go shopping with; 

You can do better than that; Try star crossed lovers! 

Too much Palaver ~ relationships of desperate destiny. 

Dropping all the tools, “You have to live it together” 

Not lukewarm have it Hot or Cold ~ Totally clear. 

How free do you want to Allow yourself to be? 

‘If it has no feeling it has no Sense’ 

“If I can’t possess you then nobody else will!” 

“You were in my Mind every single moment!” 

“Don’t want to live any more Tragedies! 

We’re discovering Spiritual Power in Love” 

Indefinable ~ True Love is Timeless Love 

Living in the Vibration of the Heart. 

'Sexual & Free' 

* 

Realities or Royalties 

We have to make ourselves Conscious of the Consciousness ~ 

then we can let go; Where are you? Come out of the darkness. 

Thoughts coming from Big Mind into little Mind. 

Putting Your God in a Gilded Frame; Let's have some balance! 

Already Killed by Time ~ so what did we learn? 

Enlightenment on a Battlefield ~ Life is just a dance
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Two Planets 

Channeling Understandable Vibrations in the brain, 

transmitting from the Mid Station of Andromeda. 

Observing a piece of a Bigger cake*A Big fin! 

“It's our secret” ~ ‘Sharks come when it rains!’ 

Disasters following the devil ~ Paradise has Cracked! 

High Psyche*nauts talking through Existence ~ Living. 

Confirmation on the right wave ~ Ambient ~ Ranges of Zen. 

I understand the Concept, visiting the Rainbow Hotel in Japan. 

Generating sound Landscapes, sensors for Crystal Rubric Cubes. 

Interacting with Your Mosaic 

blowing away the distortions ~ 

Dancing thru Chaos in harmony 

* 

Apes Singing in the Rainforest 

The Software will be the same ~ 

All beings’ karma will be different. 

Catching the Living Life by a thread in the head. 

Making It / doing it \ Realising It Your Self. 

Hanging out with a Triple Taurus in Pluto! 

‘Mastering of Materialization’ 

“Happy I Lost the Gold Mine” 

“Happy I got you back” 

* 

Gifts In Disguise 

It’s about being where I am & Accepting it ~ again & again. 

“If I can seduce your Guru then what can I do to you Master?” 

Looking for a centred woman*bearing more Pain than Man. 

Whatever he can get; She doesn’t fuck around. 

A little goodbye; “See you next time” 

Good point; It’s not all an Illusion. 

It’s energy
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Life flow 

Stillness ~ ‘Thoughtless Awareness’ 

Meditational Concept of Time ~ lessness. 

It took thousands of years to mislead you. 

What about your relationship with yourself? 

Making the happy Conversion of a free will. 

It’s Unbelievable because it’s the Pure Truth. 

Trusting trusting trusting ~ the experience. 

Most People Mind 

* 

Climbing Higher 

Burn the dead vines ~ pruning gives more Space. 

Karma Programming ~ riding moment to moment. 

2000 ‘Sage femmes’ burnt in one night in Lyon! 

Planted a big wet one on Jesus’ cheek. 

Satan sitting on the Vatican, he’s very, very tricky. 

Totally in their head, coming out with ‘existence’ 

Telepathic dawn ~ listening to the waves 

Totally tuned to Silence ~ Not Thinking, not Imagining. 

Seeing * feeling Power of the multi dimensional Senses. 

Awesome Self-discovery ~ simply enlightenment. 

Illumination came into a dark room. 

* 

Yes or No Amanita 

Santa the original Shaman tripping over the Igloo’s roof ~ 

bringing Gifts of a wise healer, knowledge of other Worlds. 

Taking a fly agaric piss, came around took a load of mushrooms. 

Channeling the light with Mother Sabena Mazoteca of Oaxaca. 

Getting to those States where the Mind definitely shouldn’t be. 

Feeling Inner space ~ Not just Observing, have to Experience 

Separation from Unconscious Mind Movements ~  

Stop the Mind then you have Consciousness
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Galactic Tones 

The Synchronic Orchestra of Timeship Earth 

(‘4th dimensional Order of Time for this Planet’) 

In harmony with our Star ~ the evolving Sun. 

Tuning into the Universal frequency of the Cosmos. 

Altering your Perceptions acquiring a new consciousness. 

A Launching pad for self reflection ~ Cycles of vibrational range. 

Exploring a deeper level of New Time 

Primal patterns of radiant energy ~ 

How will you Synergise with Space? 

‘Legally burying a dead marriage’ 

Freedom to do whatever I want. 

* 

The 20 Solar Seals 

Milky way Signature > Earth spins around the Sun in 365 days. 

Yellow Star, White Wind, Red Dragon, Blue Night, Yellow Seed, 

Red Serpent, Red Moon, Blue Monkey, White dog, Blue Eagle, 

Red Earth, White Mirror, Blue Storm, Yellow Sun. 

Galactic Whole * Coded Time & Space! 

Know the Know Yourself. 

Unify your body with the Earth’s body. 

Totem animal, Deer, Scorpion, Bat, Peacock, Turtle synergy. 

Offering ‘In Lak’ech <:> I am another yourself’ ~ out of Time. 

Crystal Moon * Cosmic Moon * Magnetic Moon * Electric 

Moon * Galactic Moon * Overtone Moon * Rhythmic Moon 

Resonant Moon, Solar Moon, Planetary Moon, Spectral Moon. 

Each moment has a chakra energy ~ Plasmas electronically. 

Charged particles are activating our electromagnetic field ~ 

'Launching Timeship Earth in 2013 from Pacal Votan’s Tomb' 

from the Amazon’s biosphere or any other Sacred tree of Life. 

Unifying my body with the Planet's body in an Ocean of energy. 

(Arrangement from info. of www.lawoftime.org)
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Transcending the Wall 

Allowing the hard trance, the Form; Accept it or change it ~ 

Blocks, fighting against something ~ transmute it Intentionally. 

Resistances, diseases, barriers, conditioned not to be free ~ 

Can’t predict anything going with a flow which you really are. 

Objectively, No Personal-Self-Attachment means No Problems. 

Needing to lose the Mask, the disguise, realise your Personality. 

Not nihilistic but synchronistic 

** 

Renounce your culture your Superficial Western Super Models 

Out of Your Mind, considered Insane, not an ounce of shame! 

Ingrained Patterns of delusions, the Power of a super ego/id. 

Thoughts in your head, hard wired Predator with/out a heart. 

Where the fuck did that come from? Ask your host receiver ~ 

Picks up all sorts of waves ~ a Crystal set tuning frequency. 

Not Identifying with it * being telepathic in time and space. 

All Channeling energies through our Sense Conscious fields. 

Let’s Plant the desert, feed people, conserve the Rainforests ~ 

We know it works, Quantum energies, the brain, genes, DNA. 

We know how sub-atomic particles affect the sub-consciousness 

from 528 BC. and how to liberate ourselves from this Matrix. 

We know what happens when the Gestapo arrive at your door! 

* 

PiKHAL*TiKHAL 

A Psychoactive chemical Love story 

Your body becomes stars in space ~ 

Driving around in a dreamlike state 

Everybody’s channeling multi ~ dimensional. 

Pineal glands full of DMT. molecular visionary. 

Never ‘Lost the Plot’ in the river of dreams ~ 

Sai Baba’s Space dialing the right numbers 

of the higher conscious beat not the beast
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Processing Co Dependency 

“I’m not in a relationship ~ I’m in relation” 

The stars are everywhere ~ now the Matrix is not there. 

No more emotional fanatics in your baggage. 

I’m enjoying my $50, she better be worth it! Having a wild touch 

You get off the path ~ set Free the emotions 

Reflections of a Gift, allowing the Crystal for each other. 

Allowing him to die in the arms of a red fox spirit guide. 

Going over ~ Peacefully, naturally 

* 

River of Grace 

No one can fall out ~ 

more than the body. 

I want to live on ~ the frequency of Love 

Open the door 

of your heart 

* 

Star*Tetrahedron*Intuition 

Connecting Sky & Pachamama 

Intention will make it happen. 

Awareness of the light body 

Where you want to go ~ 

No Conditioning but beingness 

Remembrance we’re always connected 

to the Oneness alive around you ~ 

* 

Vital Cosmic Order 

Male & female Electromagnetic fields ~ 

Water carries information ~ memories of ancient places. 

How the light body is Conceived ~ 

Holding up the suit, channeling 8 points 

of Love Mudras
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Keeping It Simple 

4.30am: What should wake you up are the erotic birds ~  

Up with the crack of Dawn softly brushing over your cheek. 

Tuning Into, Tuning It, Tuning the Planet, Yourself being tuned. 

‘He doesn’t give a flying fuck but for happy long labia’ 

Addicted to my own Pain, makes me more miserable! 

Doors marked ‘NO’ very conventional bog Standards. 

‘Challenging my Intelligence and never Insulting it’ 

“If it’s your path you’ll know (it)” 

Looking for some (of our) ‘True Identity’ 

Feeling Happy with a Positive charge. 

Licking her pouting lips kissing her screaming, puffy nips 

It’s beautifully tight, deep hole full of her burning soul desire. 

Magical overtones the moment when she allows you to come 

Deep Inside her Temple of Passion, playing with our tongues. 

* 

4th dimensional Shambala 

A Universal Manifestation ~ Radiant Prana. 

Channeling Kundalini from Tibet to Peru. 

Open the Heart for the fullest fragrance 

Walking across all of the bridges 

To discover the Mayans ~ Sky walkers, 

Red Jaguar, Turquoise Snake, Silver Moons. 

The White Lunar Wizard in the mirror ~ 

* 

Heavy Grey 

Here I’m more in the light ~ 

Layers of Density over the Crystal 

Switching from the negative. 

I Love it here, energy changing all the time. 

You have to Accept it for what it is. 

“I think it’s Great”
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Here on a Need to Know Basis 

‘Lost In some other State of Mind’ 

“I’m here at a Higher level” Changing my own reality. 

It’s to Change the Focus * Concentrate 

More on the Cellular energy ~ Nerves of desires. 

Neuro*transmitters, depressed Immune systems. 

Negative fields of Ill health, how’s your frequency? 

Bio chemical ~ electro*magnetic vibrational auras. 

Body is 78% liquid plays by the Moon ~ 

Hard wired ~ Unconscious Default settings. 

Mime Time I Me, Automatic Reaction ~ Full Stop! 

Pre conscious ~ “Knock Knock” “Who's there?” 

ME ~ You have the Choice 

* 

Switching the Love back on 

Terrible responsibility, stay in the now not catatonic. 

Here & not there ~ you don’t hold my happiness. 

Totally Myself true to My self 

Don’t fuck about with anyone else! 

Sorry I’m the other side of the Universe 

Have to seriously keep talkin’ to yourself. 

Put energy into when you want symbiotically 

‘Practice Makes Perfect’ ~ She wants a laugh! 

Creating my day with Intentional jam on my toast. 

Visualise your cellular concept ~ Source flowing freely  

Something you need to practice ~ see, think, feel it 

* 

Jumping Into*The Field 

Massacring of Platypus ~ A Landscape from hell. 

Wagons full of mutilated bodies ~ of last resort. 

Integrity ~ when Just wars had to be thought! 

For the Survival of Liberty…
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Amethyst*Exchange 

Only the People 

Can fill it with Life 

Pure Violet Crystal 

Transmitter ~ changing the formulae. 

The way of the White Cloud. 

* 

Flood Lights 

Divorced the ego, dumped me in a ditch the witch! 

Under a Banyan, under the flight path to Varanasi. 

Seeds of Civilisation ~ Flooding with Cosmic love. 

A new Spirit bubbling through the magma ~ mirage. 

“You’re not human are you; How about an Anthropoid?” 

Existing in the Universe, evolutionary without the curse. 

Which System are you from? ‘Bird-Man Program of Nature’. 

Trying to understand the choices I made. 

A Soundtrack of Confessions ~ Reaching the Source 

* 

Astral Earth + Crossline 

2nd chakra sharing, 3rd chakra Power, 4th is Prana, Heart ~ 

Open emotional flow ~ 5th 6th 7th chakras of Total Acceptance. 

You give and take ~ It’s happening on a subconscious Level. 

Point of suffering ~ Paranoia is Horizontal. 

No ego ~ gateway to the timeless Vertical. 

Getting the brilliance of your Crystal out makes people shine. 

Everyone has their sound in an Omkar Orchestra. 

Tuning into Integration ~ sharing divine destiny. 

Oming at the rainbow, a tribal feeling, as natural as possible. 

Bossed box ~ Sold your Soul, then you work on that frequency. 

   8th is balance ~ eternity * A human's evolution starts in the 9th    

Man is the bridge ~ can be an animal or One with the Universe. 

Sharing without boundaries ~ natural state of energetic being
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“Who is Screwing with Your Head?” 

‘Nothing is happening without a Reason’ 

“Whatever you ask you get it ~ 

so be Aware” (What a coincidence!) 

“I Love It when I see it” 

A beautiful woman smoking a chillum! 

Coming through a Satellite Star at the Kunst Bar 

* 

BEINGNESS 

Non Stop ~ Core Opening 

Beingness is being a being being 

Using our Artistic expressions ~ 

In the 3D we were running in a forest painted as Indians 

Building a bridge in your exploding mycelium brain. 

What an OM! The waves of experience ~ Unfolding 

Taking the Akasha seed in from ‘Outer Space’ 

Sun * Leo energy * Courage from the Heart 

Full filled on a Shiva Moon. 

* 

“Miracle after Miracle after Miracle” 

“You have to Serve it” then it Helps you 

Progress through the Shiva process ~ 

‘Communication was our weapon’ 

In this Allowing part everything will come through 

Reconfirming It; Taking the moment on ~ 

Witnesses to our Consciousness ~ Realisation 

Listening to “Thank You Thank You Thank You ~ 

Then You get the Reflection ~ 

“I’m the mouthpiece not the Ego” 

Lesson of Discernment*In your right position 

Already realizing the GIFT is True. 

Multiplying the energy ~ in the ONE
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Given A Blessing of Life 

Is it true * More People for Peace than for War? 

Settling any old Score! You Want More, More & More!  

Traditional to Modern; The Intensity ~ Divine Symmetry. 

Don’t bother your Mind worrying ‘bout the Cemetery. 

Putting your own spin on it ~ transporting your chemistry. 

Washed and placed in a position of meditation. 

What about a nice Tibetan Sky burial? 

Feeding you as mince dumplings to the ravenous Vultures. 

Accumulate Merit what it’s all about, preparing for next Life! 

“I served my Master obediently all my Life” ~ as a loyal Slave. 

Is this the way to break my Ego? Prefer a favorite Noodle bar. 

Shaved his head renouncing the Material World, is hard to do! 

6000 Monasteries ransacked; Mao’s Red guards’ Rampaging! 

“In a Prison Kitchen, couldn’t read the Scriptures for 16 years!” 

Needs Pilgrimages for Inspiration after a ‘Cultural Revolution’ 

Remembering Our Ancestors labored hard to build this place. 

Not forgetting Time now ~ Mobile phones, internet, girls & TV! 

It’s stopping your Concentration, can’t focus on the Holy Sutras. 

Flying flags with holy Mantras to natural elements of harmony ~ 

Carried away on the wind and facing Strict Government Controls. 

Playing at the lake ~ embracing the 21st Century 

* 

Nature of the Universe 

Quantum Completely Out of Control. 

For ever no escape, Slaves to Causality. 

Why this need to Understand it? Knowing it.  

People Having the Power ~ or No Power…. concept. 

Why and the reason are gone * Left ~ is the Feeling Itself 

Miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle 

Miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle 

Miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle after miracle
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Discovery of Celebration 

LSD. existing outside any box of chocolates, 

made them Illegal not Optic * mystically. 

‘Drug free society closer to reality’ 

Nobody in their right Mind 

wants a land of addicts! 

Psycho active/\ tropical meditation Projection ~ 

Protection/of the drugs altering our Consciousness. 

Sacred Ceremony of a trance party in Shiva's valley. 

Measuring objectively the Al*Chemical mystery…. 

Divine Gifts (Swiss made) ~ Why not be in Wonder? 

* 

‘Miracle*Molecule’ 

A roll in the moss ~ Who Made Carbon? 

Intuition to synthesise LSD. Psilocybin. 

Voice from a nearby nuclear explosion 

Mushroom cloud shouting out loud. 

Angels calling during the War 

State of being ~ State of Enlightenment. 

Introduced Psyche*Integration with materialism 

* 

The Mystery 

‘Turn off Tune out drop in’ 

Plants of the Tantric Gods. 

Envisioning new passion apples. 

Divine food for the Spirit 

* 

Give a Free slice to everyone ~ 

Info in the ‘Yellow Book’ on energies from Mars. 

I never saw in my life such a beautiful girl. 

“I may come with you, I feel very strange” 

Whatever star you fell off they've come to get you back
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Retired Chipless 

Lowered by the Vatican, the way to go is UP! 

Your Lexus in the Dock, equity, negative equity. 

“I don’t think a shit about the World” 

Who put the beautiful songbird in a cage 

And it Stops! Did you want to trap it? 

You have to be ~ the Sky. 

FUN IN THE SUN 

* 

‘Freedom from Thought’ 

“It’s a jungle outside the Zoo!” 

“Outside the jungle it’s a Zoo!” 

NASA's Blueprint can only be manufactured in Space! 

“If you understand the atom you understand the atom” 

‘Just a light in an Ocean of light’ 

* 

Tiruvannamalai*Synthesis 

A wonderful natural Philosopher ~ Ramana Maharshi. 

Importance of a beautiful setting; Look him in the eyes. 

Herr Hofmann “I Lay down and had a wonderful experience. 

It must have been something that escaped from the lab! 

LSD was calling me” ~ “Release all your expectations!” 

We're not allowed to have sovereignty of our own Mind! Why? 

“I’m Not guilty of taking LSD, it’s making ME more AWARE.” 

Corrupt and ignorant political leaders really don’t have a clue. 

What could have happened with a Psychedelic/LSD. revolution? 

LSD.*Consciousness every grain of sand, Uniquely Wonder Kind 

Not Understanding It, as a creative artist ~ Zone has to be in you. 

Another manifestation of ‘Yourself’ ~ in beingness not doingness. 

Which one of you got the Sandoz ampoules? 

Found her painting little doodles
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“Owning It” 

“He got an additional Life sentence!” Put poppers up her arse! 

On ‘Existence Airlines’ now taking another Solar jet plane ~ 

“Keeping things simple it’s easier for us to stay out of Mind 

& ego ~ staying Centred in our power” 

‘It’s called, about growing up together’ 

**** 

From darkness to light ~ Creative Renaissance. 

Hercules’ strength holding up the Towers of Faith! 

In despots and Holygarchs; Thank God for the Surreal. 

Nurture ~ nature with the language of a serene smile. 

Frescoes of a new dawn revving up with sky red Emotions. 

Showers of blood, the damned flying in the air ~ 

Developing ‘Artistic’ Consciousness; What is that spirit? 

Uganda Song on Orchid Lips ~ A Living Organism 

* 

Giotto’s ‘Enso’ Red Circle 

‘Less Is More of Divine Symmetry’ 

We came together inside a Roman Temple of Antiquity 

Revealing your emotions for the very first time ~ 

‘A building Full of Ideas’ Creation as a historical continuum. 

How to use the language of Classical Architecture to give it a 

Christian Expression, Michael Angelo, Pygmalion, Prometheus/ 

Gothic Sorcerer’s Medieval mysticism versus Romantic style. 

Capturing light, life in Art; ‘Observers of Human Reality ~’ 

Adam and Eve guilty, Expelled from the Garden of Paradise. 

Is the Psychological, emotional PAIN still in a Physical body? 

What are iconic images of ‘The Last Supper’ supposed to convey? 

Early Propaganda; A recruiting Messianic converts’ Poster! 

You can make your own reality, ‘Bon giorgno Sandro Botticelli’ 

There is no Secret ~ it's just to be in Contact!
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‘Games from Wonderland’ 

An Operator, Multi ethnic shark in water ~ 

A whole game going on in your Imagination. 

No Need of Jealousy; A big girl to conquer 

with marigolds growing from her forehead. 

What do I know? just looking at the falling leaves 

of a 3000 year old mango tree venerated in a Temple. 

Orgasm with the Universe*Organism with Existence. 

I don’t think so, “Do I look Like a Slave? Fuck off!” 

He was waiting for someone to tell him what to do! 

Where’s the redemption? Have some Passion Pop. 

Natural, Astronomical, Cosmic sub*Atomical quantum Is 

* 

Ego Driving Super Amnesia Adventure 

Bush praying to the Rockefellers, al Sauds, Rothschild’s dynasty. 

'Ironic, early Zionist circumcision made them lose Trust in life’ 

Need all the Security, make money be the dominant to survive! 

Hanging into the first chakra ~ 666 ~ reproduction of a dogma! 

Verify that Monsanto's not trying to take over the bio*diversity. 

Mind’s a phantom, made up of thoughts, so you think, not a lie? 

Comes from outer space, outside you, and goes back to space. 

Getting Identified & Conditioned by the Matrix, cause & effect. 

Must have been a thought that started a 100 year diabolic War. 

Who split an atom? Ideas to drop it on Nagasaki & Hiroshima! 

* 

Perfect nightmare 

but I’m not in a mess as before 

doing it with an open heart ~ 

What we have in Common 

You cannot do Meditation. 

Switch your Attention from Thinking to Feeling ~ 

Utilise the body & Mind, awake or a sleeping dream
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Imprint Blue Print 

Take the people and scrub them, every evening! 

Can’t cope with survival ~ And they believe it. 

Illusional insecure emotional hysteria ~ 

Losing your Mind, locked in a delusional thought pattern. 

Bring me a Common Sense, healthy human brain, not Insane. 

Found his nature ~ Comm*Unity is not traumatized by fear. 

Be there at The Recovery Party ~ Cosmic Evolution Sunbeam 

* 

Dodgy Jade Link 

Their grand design, ‘A Central Intelligence Super database’ 

Trawling for ‘Suspects’ Then they can be held in detention ~ 

and Interrogated for 28 days without any charge or evidence 

Supporting! How’s that for a Police State in a Criminal State? 

* 

Zeny Sex 

Deep breathing ~ Feel the Sensations… 

Let the perfumed Violets of Venus stroke your soul 

Using their fuel to fly to the stars. 

Releasing thrusts of power deep within her crimson vulva. 

* 

‘Ignorance is bliss to some’ 

“I wish I was that Stupid!” 

Why Not ~ So What? Outrider 

What happened to Your Imagination? 

“Got to stay in it to win it” 

* 

“Congratulations your son just became a martyr!” 

Thinking a lot locked in the Cage ~ Your lost Options in Life. 

You’re coming home, back to Yourself, letting go of something 

that’s Perfect; Representation> Gods are ‘Idealisms’ let ‘em fly ~  

No infrastructures holding eternal Space ~ harmonising frequencies
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 Who Owns The Federal Reserve & Bank of Int’al Settlements? 

We have Sperm banks, DNA banks, Data banks, Town banks, 

Reserve banks, Bullion banks, Central banks, Crusader banks, 

Village banks, Gov. Control, Cooperative banks, Savings banks, 

Cryptocratic banks, Offshore banks, Standard Chartered banks, 

Blood banks & bloody Tyrannical banks, Military despot banks, 

Secreted Swiss banks, Revolutionary banks, Bankruptcy banks, 

The Local TSB. banks, National banks, Mafia banks, Rothschild’s 

banks, Royal banks, Union banks, Vatican banks, Virtual banks, 

Predator banks, Retail banks, Carbon credit banks, Agricultural 

banks, Mortgage banks, Development banks, Loan Shark banks, 

Credit Crunch banks, Usury banks, Illusory/Austerity banks, 

Genocidal-Despotic banks, Bewitching Jungle banks, Sub- 

Prime banks, Ripped off by the Illuminati banks ~ then there’s 

Investing in Anti Codex, Seed banks; Protecting life not gold! 

* 

Full Desire 

Man how about those, how fuckin’ lucky would you be? 

Entwined by that Rosy 44DD Goddess * ‘She’s Perfection’ 

He likes only Yonis, enhance the moment, “I want the Funder!” 

Enjoying this romantic fantasty “I Love It” her swelling areolas. 

Speaking to Yourself ~ by Allowing truth to come through You. 

Moving, running through the Living Proof ~ ‘Not Fixed’ 

She fits perfectly ~ This is the moment to…… 

* 

Baby Hawaiian Woodroses ~ Tibetan Bardo Incense 

Keralan grass Is really nice on a trip to San Pedro’s fields. 

Indian Narcotics squad arriving with a confused guide dog. 

Ringing the Alarm bells of the Hit squad! 

In the Zone ~ dancing on Magical mushrooms. 

Surrendering ~ Let’s go to the weed dispensary. 

That first ride, stoned on my Enfield in Goa. 

Loving that feeling ~ being in your arms
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‘Speed Allergies’ 

‘Your Spine won’t close’ 

If there’s a ‘doer’ ~ 

that’s not meditation 

* 

‘Furry Romantic’ 

‘They’re all goddesses ~ 

They’re all horny little gods’ 

* 

Lascaux’s Abstract Troglodytes 

If you find Neolithic doodles on a dried red orange rock, 

any stick men, or gingerbread animals’ graffiti in a cave 

It’s not children’s drawing but ‘Aboriginal Art’ with dots! 

‘Surrealist technique, automatic painting in which Conscious 

control over the movement of the hand is suppressed so that 

the Subconscious Mind may take over in their dreamtime ~ 

* 

‘Every Pussy is a Lotus Flower’ 

Crashing ~ frazzled and It’s Christmas eve! 

It’s all about that little pure MDMA crystal ~ 

In the Zone, on the Hilltop, loving being Eeeed 

Coming down and having super Pleasure weed. 

Local Christian ladies floating by ~ have a chai! 

Hippies hauling arse through the rice field. 

He understands the brain made the connection, 

remembering going to the full moon ~ 

* 

Balinesque*Babochka 

Solved through Integration in her World of the Birth Channel! 

‘Capturing 30 million Seahorses per year in 80 + countries’ 

Transmuting the Imprint in the water ~ vibrational language. 

All taking a drop ~ and the Divine Proportion trip begins
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Surreal Allegories of a Snapdragon Moon 

‘Fighting for survival ~ Inside the walls of an inviting womb’ 

You have the soft violet color of Almandine on your sultry lips. 

Zen Aphorisms of an apostate who’s a friend of lovely Cupid ~  

A fairy of human form with Magical powers of persuasion. 

Makes you truly Wonder 

* 

Relative-Self is Ephemeral 

“The Republican brand is low and so it’s more difficult to sell 

your candidate!” Disconnecting not from rejection or denial 

darling but from realizing ‘Anatta’ the beauty of ‘non self’ ~ 

just let it be as it is; Live a selfless, not negative selfish life. 

Going beyond Restricted views of ego & separated ‘Absolutes’ 

Not contributing to Worst atrocities in history, in the name of - 

You are your Inner Guru in your Mind of Eden 

* 

Reawakening the Art of Flat-lining 

The form was fucked, relieved it was realeased. 

Doesn’t have to bin that body, beautiful in Grace. 

Instead of losing something ~ We’re Enjoying It 

Incarnate in this form as long as you want then ~  

fly over there. ‘Soul is in the Heart not in the Mind’ 

Gave his Sleeping beauty the magic Kiss of Life. 

The wave jumped off the screen 

* 

Lonely birds 

His old man sat in front of the budgie cage saying 

“Who’s a pretty boy then?” His brother passes and says, 

“good budgie he couldn’t say that yesterday” 

90% of Pollinators in the World are bees! 

‘NO SENSE ~ NO FEELING’ who’s that likeness in the mirror? 

100,000 petaled Irises whirling around Agni’s ecstatic fire ~
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‘The Pleasure Connection’ Is the Top Secret! 

Brilliant Light of a dazzling rainbow ~ 

Reflecting the crystal of your eye * healing your being. 

In a soft, fluffy jungle with the chilled out Rabbi who refuses 

to accept that there has to be an ‘Outcome’ to everything. 

“When you say something good it grows good!” 

Reacting ~ Resonating with the Universe 

Going with the flow ~ saw a lot of Angels. 

And if you’re not vibrating? All the Same Prana ~ 

* 

visionmagazine.com “Sexuality tied to a Powerful Life force.” 

Shadows as gifts, admirable qualities to discover in our Pain. 

Reward is Immense Power in Trust & freedom to surrender. 

Accepting Our shadows as part of our whole being, positive/ 

negative/0, instead of shutting down vital parts of who we are. 

They lose their power we become integrated, balanced & open. 

“don’t let our fears and repression rule us ~ 

but denial of what we fear does not make it disappear” 

As with any shadow, once we shine light on it, it cannot exist. 

Once we embrace a characteristic it loses its power to harm us 

& we realize that it’s just a word imposed on us from outside.” 

Scared to surrender to a State of Vulnerability, being Rejected! 

We continue to control and condemn the behaviour of others. 

Shining a light on our shadows can bring us holistic balance ~ 

“Embrace the best parts of being human, love of self and others” 

Approaching ourselves with Compassion, opening a space ~ 

for forgiveness 

* 

Mother*Ganges 

Knowledge coming over the heart ~ 

giving the Understanding and wisdom. 

You have the choice of putting it out or not 

Singing in a Kali Temple, selling bits of wood along the Ghats.
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Queen Bee 

“I’m wide awake ~ I just shut my eyes” 

The Prophet’s final revelation ~ free Spirit revolution. 

Who has the Power, the Will, the heart; Who has the culture. 

Who has the wealth and Canons; Who has the Civilisation. 

Who has the tasty food, who has the sensuous women? 

Found ourselves in a beautiful fertile garden darling ~ 

Indulging all the Senses & developing the Mind; Paradise 

on Earth; Is this the Renaissance? ~ Welcome to the light 

* 

Beautiful Salamanca 

‘The Song of Songs’ divine Poetry not feudalistic Censorship. 

A burning climate of Paranoia, rampant brain washing Ideas. 

Heretics, brought them to ‘Trials of Faith’ grilling at the Stake. 

Dangerous, blood thirsty persecuting crowd urging repentance. 

Part of everyday life in the town’s public square. Is this Real? 

Devoted to dark eyed Gods ~ Obsession & Madness in a cage. 

Let’s have some Mystical Realism*transience of a golden age. 

“No matter how Powerful you are it will come to an end ~ 

This life is all that we can be sure of” seeing beyond Illusions. 

Bringing me back to life ~ existence shining in the night! 

* 

Sacred Geometry Island 

Connected, outside bio*body suit, holo*linguistic, energy*fields. 

“The enemy at the Gate ~ were the Impoverished & hungry!” 

1000 years of ‘Holy’ Crusades against the hated ‘Infidel!’ 

Do you really believe that, after seeing all those Massacres? 

Conquering & demolishing the great works of another people! 

It once was the greatest living sacred site in the whole World! 

“Old habits die hard my Lord.” Carried away the Altar piece! 

Raped all the young girls (Akasha DNA. breeding our Cosmic destiny) 

‘Triumph in blood’ (lusting chemistry)
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Cosy Strong Wisteria 

Say something ~ and I believe it. ‘7 years to flower’ 

Can’t figure it out ~ nothing to figure out! 

The moment you want to Realise ~ you realise it. 

Walking through enlightenment ~ the Cosmic growth. 

Evolving from a Stone, Thank you for the mistake! 

Then you drop it ~ No End 

Accepting the Whole totality. 

Energy released ~ from Form 

“Sadness cleans our eyes” 

* 

Miraculous Orbits 

The Reflection of the Sun 

Seeing it in your eyes 

‘Beauty is in the iris of the beholder’ 

Don’t jump off the bridge ~ on such a beautiful morning. 

Letting go ~ a Relief 

Full of Light & Love. 

Suffering of it ~ Collective Unconscious Protection. 

“He’s not crazy by himself” 

* 

 Fresh * Energy 

We are the Spark for the switch ~ 

Giving ourselves all the experiences. 

Jewel at your feet ~ bringing it out 

New World of thought structures 

Transmuting Mother Earth. 

Sharing Trust a must ~ You go for Your World! 

Whatever happens in the Stars ~ take a deserved break. 

It’s All good even if you give yourself a Negative Program. 

You go down to the INTENTION ~ Very Rare birds of Paradise. 

Letting go and tuning in ~ to the cells of the dancing Cosmos
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Pura*Vida 

Dealing with the now ~ now. 

‘Already in Love’ ~ Full Love, a Love cult. 

What is it in your language? 

“Do I have to sign anything?” 

‘Mind over Matter’ now it’s ~ 

‘Consciousness over Mind’ 

Good Instant Karma, it’s in You 

What comes out? You throw it up! 

Then you see heaven. 

* 

 ‘Innocent ~ laughing Inside’ 

“Laughter is close to Enlightenment” 

“If you’re serious keep out of here” 

Laughing makes you healthy. 

Dancing in the cells of beingness ~ 

Don’t need a Scientist to tell you that 

“You feel Good” 

* 

You can never freak out if you’re used to laughter. 

A Good sign ~ “I only answer it if I feel like it” 

He’s been spanked for 45 years ~ a common joke. 

He’s so in Love ~ he doesn’t have to Control It! 

The Ultimate Purification ~ Sacred Intimacy. 

“Tomorrow’s the day of the female” 

* 

The Love Table 

Realisation of chemistry, empathy creating a perfect destiny! 

It’s good to have an ‘Enemy?’ ~ Reflection recognizing the truth. 

Give yourself to yourself in the Humble Pie. 

Love her the most you can! 

‘A Big Heart at the Entrance’ 

to the Tantric Temple ~ Enter in Love
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“This is not a dream Sunshine” 

“It’s not about believing in God ~ about believing in Yourself” 

Shiva makes Mother Nature feel like a woman again & again. 

‘Light left the body ~ reflections of omniscient galaxies’ 

‘You are the Sun Looking at the Sun’ 

“It’s not what you know it’s in the beingness” 

‘The nature of the Universe’ 

* 

The Source of the Signal? 

‘Seemed to becoming from everywhere ~ deep Cosmic space. 

Never dreamed existed, echoes of the origin of the Universe’ 

Single Mindedness, single madness, Cosmic inspiration’s tune. 

“Here men from Planet Earth first set foot on the Moon ~  

July 1969; We came in Peace and for all Mankind” 

How do Galaxies form? Going ever deeper ~ deeper. 

My daughter was born in the Zodiac constellation of Aquarius. 

Feeling in love, romantic, svelte, curvy neutrinos from the Urals. 

“What’s Consciousness got to do with it?” 

* 

Ghetto Outside the Spice Islands. 

“Dude who needs Coke whores when we’ve got cockroaches?” 

‘As rare as rocking horse shit being compatible with a woman’ 

Get Real perspective, children are dying, people are starving. 

Some men are being brutal Killers; Riders for the Apocalypse. 

Remembering haunting spirits on the streets of Buenos Aires. 

“Mercury’s Proactive foxy spirit guide using all the elements… 

bringing them over your Alchemical state; In Space ~ frequency. 

A light, sound Channeling Your Free Will to do what you want. 

(Which Government Info? ‘Smoke dope Dementia Guaranteed’) 

Your Options give the Truth ~ Will You take it or not? 

“Our own responsibility to Open and Receive it” 

Free shifting in the net
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In a Palace of Broken Flowers 

Order had broken down, Pope on the Rampage again; Despot! 

1096 Constantinople 60,000 violent Pilgrims slaughtered 30000. 

Called it a Holy Crusade; What about my murdered children? 

“Your sins will be forgiven by God 

for your rape, butchering, pillage & plundering a village” Amen! 

‘We decide what Sin is & we can decide whether to let you off’ 

Anarchic Warlord in Hellfire Cartoons carved on church walls. 

“Go fight ‘Infidels’ in Jerusalem & your slate will be cleared” 

“You can’t be good all the time” (Mr. Bobby Sinner, cannibal) 

* 

Space ~ Suit 

‘Breaking your body free from the light’ 

‘The light breaking free from your body’ 

‘When you die light returns to the energy field surrounding it’ 

Harmonic Convergences 17.8.87*21.6.2010, left us with a feeling 

 * 

Physics Expanding*Surreal Experiment 

Measuring changing wavelengths of light 

The Universe will be Bigger tomorrow ~ 

Looking into the abstract night sky. “Hallo” 

‘The Iron in our cars was made in our stars’ 

“The Universe doesn’t need to have a beginning” 

It’s just flooding into us 

* 

Sat on a Kaleidoscopic Chai Mat 

Full of Yoga babes ~ Thank You Guru! 

“Get your sparkly blue sapphire gear on!” 

‘Pseudo Love Truth of a Spiritual Terrorist!’ 

Realised who were Open ~ The Mind was there, In ~ between. 

The Honey Moon is over he’s going back into his cave ~ 

Morality when deep down knowing, I can’t harm anything
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Praising Our Brave Words! 

“To Kill for Christ” Again & again, Hallelujah, Amen! 

‘Let’s murder each one of them, once and for all!’ 

Black versus White 

Night versus light 

Infidel versus Fidel 

Mid East versus Mid East & Mid West et al. 

Righteous Prophet versus righteous Profit. 

YOUR God versus MY True God 

“Let us pray.” 

Let us be happy 

‘Live and Let Live’ 

* 

‘Enforcement Officer’ 

“Praise be upon Allah the mercy full, the compassionate” 

“Would you trust a trespasser with a sword, or M16?” 

There’s only so much water left on the Earth, brother! 

Having a Crazy Mind to be a Fanatic, acting Satanic. 

Compulsions not knowing how to let go of Obsessions ~ 

Wandering lost in a burning desert of an empty Ocean 

Clenching horns and mirages of any God’s will. 

“Assalam-u-Alaikum” “Walaikum Assalam” 

* 

Your Massive Fortress 

About your vow to protect the weak, persecuted, oppressed! 

What shall we do with Jerusalem? ‘A psychic borderline’ 

“There’s nothing wrong with you, it was/is your father!” 

Prolonging the trauma of a Complete breakdown! 

There’s an Asteroid on its way; That’s all we need! 

“Worry about the Personality after Penetration” 

Couldn’t be more simple or clear. 

‘Endangered species in Goa’
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Solar*Nandi 

Confusion that ‘Anatta’ IS (not - ve nihilism/+ REALITY?) 

Being Mindful of impermanent, fleeting Mental states ~ 

Who is Believing in the Institution in the Institution? 

Unplugging from the Matrix, Watching yourself walking 

inside a Space suit. ~ A Living God is Inside You! 

Why do People feel they need to go to a Temple? 

Because they believe in the Illusion and not the Reality. 

Believing the characters are Real and not actors. 

Illusion requires ‘Belief’ ~ 

that the thoughts in our head are us! 

* 

3 energies*filigree 

Revoking the emotional Shock of Cancers, the blackest clouds! 

Revelation of the truth living through Lemon topaz reflections ~ 

Using the dark rushes + - neutral ~ energies to show * the light. 

Seeing in between the lines, the spaces, jumping over shadows. 

It’s You who are Judging, the words don’t matter ~ be human! 

‘Experiences in the shoes of the expressions of your enemies’ 

Help them to switch off their Machines, turn off the Madness. 

In Sense of Allowance ~ ‘the Sun will always shine’ 

Realising is getting It; You give Yourself the Realisation! 

Everything in Existence is Divine, everyone in their frequency. 

Every ray in the Big Circle of Unconditional Love 

with the Peace in your Heart, you’re free ~ Spirit 

* 

Red*Stars 

Always devotion ~ Look up in the tree 

that’s nature ~ “What time is it?” 

Unfolding 10,000 Lotuses 

Died on the full Moon 

Left with a smile
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People in a Raving Madness 

In India “You can Connect*Yourself to death!” Yama's World ~ 

They’d go to War over a Coconut (lying on the ground) & you? 

I jumped off the ship, dropped out ~ floating in the Gulf stream. 

Dropped out the ‘Love game’ any marriage Made in Heaven! 

‘Epigenetic’ recoded my genes with thoughts of free spirited ~  

Less radiation for my brain cells; Let her into my pulsing Soul. 

Penetration of her blazing white light field, no choice but Yield. 

Transmutation reflecting on our own bodies, going thru a hole. 

I Opened it ~ It Opened for me ~ before the House of dying… 

* 

Drama of the Picture 

All ‘Religion’ & ‘Science’ ~ coming together; Always are. 

Existence shows Itself. 

Brain damaged ~ people can no more Reflex themselves. 

Integration intrinsically making the Circle round ~ 

Exactly Perfectly as you are ~ and to Shine out of this. 

Everyone goes through the Process by themselves. 

Be Trusting of life because there are No mistakes. 

There’s never too much, just have to Open Up to it ~ 

Don’t go lazy, life is already a lesson in Concentration. 

Lineage of light ~ breaking through Your channels. 

Reflection ~ the Spark of the Crystal in your Heart. 

No Danger ~ just have to go into the Unfolding 

* 

Ras Putin’s Biofield 

Free radicals going ‘burp’ ~ dissolving 

Researching your Self ~ Have a Reformation of our Calendar. 

Tune In ~ What’s the Vibrancy of her cells ~ trans*e missions? 

“Why hold on to this body when the body is not functioning?” 

Lunar eclipse effect on the cows, made a new Rationalisation! 

Slowly building up ~ of the Moon
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Cupere*Sunbed 

Party Yoga, Fruit Salad Yoga, Trance Yoga, Tantra Love Yoga 

Work Yoga, Decorating Yoga, Pain Yoga, Hot laughter Yoga, 

Breakfast Yoga, beach Yoga, Psychedelic Yoga, friendly Yoga. 

Up at dawn ~ Don’t forget you’re still alive. 

Constant reinvention of Energy ~ Do something New 

Right here right now  

No Going back > new strings new chapter. 

It has to work its Magic 

Healing space & time ~  

Light left the body ~ Spirit feeling in the heart 

Life in you will continue ~ Supernovas 

New Suns being born 

* 

‘Two Wolves’ ~ (Cherokee Proverb) 

One evening an old Cherokee told his Grandson about a battle 

that goes on inside all people. He said “My son, the battle 

between two wolves is inside us all. One is evil. It is anger,  

envy, jealousy, sorrow, arrogance, self pity, guilt, resentment, 

inferiority, lies, false pride superiority, ego. The other is good. 

It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, truth, 

empathy, benevolence, generosity, compassion, and faith. 

The Grandson thought for a moment and asked his grandfather 

“Which Wolf wins?” The old Cherokee simply replied ~ 

“The one you feed” 

* 

The 1st Cup 

“I saw the sky Open ~ drinking, working in the blood 

warm sensation ~ becoming One with the Vessel changing. 

Giving the problem to Understand, clarify, then a Healing. 

Stability and Celebration going through the Consciousness. 

Let’s have some humbleness & acceptance! 

Living in the Vibration of the Heart
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Ayuhuascan Tantric Dream 

Coming True ~ Straight to Heaven! 

Looking deep into yourself. 

Riding the wave ~ in your body, holding it, 

the colours, the visuals ~ free & energetic 

flying together in Unconditional Love ~ breathing. 

Being abducted to Peru by a full Power Shakti Shaman! 

You're going back where you belong. 

Feeling your whole rhythm connected. 

It's In You. 

* 

If you go in resistance, you throw up, to get rid of the blockage! 

The Ceremony ~ Singing and dancing, building the Mandala up. 

You are the other you, in La’ke ch ~ the Unity 

You are Fractal Consciousness of the Whole*feeling diversity. 

You are a drop in the Ocean ~ and are the Ocean. 

The pattern jumped so Chaos came into a new Universe. 

Facing up to your Fears! Sensitivity of the DMT wave ~ 

Knowing that nothing can be lost. 

* 

Fusion*Fuel 

Root of Awareness ~ Root of Heart. What a fantastic body! 

Psychedelic Science ~ Melting of manic Identities ~ really nice. 

Every connection is new for you to experience ~ in the moment. 

If you want it complicated you can have it complicated. 

I’d rather have it simple; Don’t want any more slavery! 

‘2 BILLION + people live on less than $2 a day’ 

US. Covert Psychological warfare against their OWN people! 

Everyone else lost ½ their pension in a Greed driven recession. 

Collapsed! Now you can Entertain yourself with their suffering! 

Dictators, Czars, Autocrats, Oligarchs, Imperious Plutocrats. 

A Collective fear of Sharia/Mossad Executioners in your street. 

‘The NSA. is exempt from All laws applying to their name!’
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‘Ladies In Waiting’ 

I want to remember ~ Not to be Protected from their Truth! 

‘Self survival’ of the Mind wanting to guarantee its own self. 

‘Neutrinos are sub*atomic particles so tiny that they can pass 

through ‘solid’ matter moving at almost the speed of light ~ 

They travel through the earth from one side to the other as if 

it wasn't there and could pass through a block of lead several 

light years thick without disturbing anything or leaving any trace 

of their passage. Since they have no charge and may or may not 

have any mass it’s difficult to say in what way they exist.’ 

Memory Incarnated ‘Took God out ~ put Divine in’ to practice 

Exploring the Magicness of the Cosmos ~ 

Lift it Up; You get less dense ~ whiter and lighter. 

That’s why we are here, to shine Ourselves Out. 

In all its forms of beauty 

* 

Suzerain 

‘Dominating Feudal Authority’ ‘A good offer’ Grab it quick! 

Alien ~“Keep your fuckin’ mouth shut or I’ll revoke your visa; 

I’ll tell you when to breathe; Restrict your right to piss, eat, go 

out your door!” Negative Globalization Control, Indoctrination. 

Blocks your will, keeping the Power to dictate, your life is ours! 

Everyone told where they can go & with whom, when & why! 

Welcome to a different Earth, those dudes broke their chains! 

“Just kill them and bring me the bill!” 

* 

‘Allegory’ 

A figurative or symbolic description or story commentating ~ 

upon or suggesting some real situation yet placed in the realm 

of Imaginary, in which the words and characters often have 

another significance in addition to their literal meaning; Story 

in the form of a fable or parable generally has a moral import. 
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ABOUT SUNNY JETSUN 

 

Inspired by the sixties Sunny started traveling the world in 1970.  

His spiritual journey on the hippie trail to India took him through 

San Francisco, Los Angeles, London, Amsterdam, Paris, Vancouver, 

Sidney and Kathmandu to Varanasi.  His arrival on the sub-continent 

was the beginning of writing autobiographical verses capturing his travel 

experiences, encounters with remarkable people and his quest for self-

realization. Combining experimentation with drugs, sex, rock & roll, 

meditation, Love and life in general. Sunny started to open up to a multi-

dimensional Universe. He lived the mantra, "Turn on, tune in, drop out" 

realising Mind’s-illusions, inspired by deeper feelings of holistic nature, 

empathy, energy & Space. 

Over four decades Sunny has written and published 28 books of poetry, 

created over one hundred paintings, traveled the World and considers 

his masterpiece to be his daughter. He has spent the past fifteen years 

in Goa, India inspired by the freedom to experience and idealism of 

human consciousness. 

Sunny Jetsun books and art are available on the web at: 

Website: www.sunnyjetsun.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sunnyjetsun 

Amazon: www.amazon.com/author/sunnyjetsun 

Smashwords: www.smashwords.com/profile/view/sunnyjetsun 


